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This paper investigated a major problem confronting deaf would-be
graduate students: The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) • 'TuD
related topics were included: special graduate admission policies
with regard to minority and handicapped students, and Self-Evaluation
reports on Admission as required by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973.
The purposes of the study were to see whether the GRE is valid for
handicapped students (including deaf students) , whether universities
have special graduate admission policies for handicapped students,
and whether there is a difference in attitude toward handicapped
students between universities which are familiar with then and those
which are not. The infonnation was gathered by a review of related
literature, and from replies of 20 universities to letters asking
for an explanation of any special graduate admission policies for
minority or handicapped students, and from Self-Fvaluation reports
sul:mitted by 12 of the universities.
Major conclusion of this study are (1) the GRE is not valid for
handicapped or minority students; (2) graduate admission policies
differ, with sane universities not requiring the GRF. , others requiring
it but not having clear "cut-off" points; ana. (3) universities
unfamiliar with handicapped students tend to vrrite general selfevaluations and have inadequate supporting services while the
opposite was true for those familiar with handicapped students.
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CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
'ilie Graduate Record Examination (GRE) was first administered in

1937 by the Graduate schools at Columbia, Yale, Harvard and Princeton.
As

the Depression came to an end, these universities needed a

method to screen their ever- increasing number of graduate applicants.
The GRE was developed to provide infonnation about the academic
abilities and preparedness of graduate school applicants that could
not be obtained fran undergraduate grades and faculty recanrrendations alone.

The GRE Aptitude Test was introduced in 1949 and

was restructured in 1977.

In 1967 Stricker wrote that "the tests

were designed to show the nature and extent of the advanced students
actual equipnent in knowledge of broad subject matter fields of
the typical undergraduate curriculum".

According to Thacker (1974),

the GRE is based on a tw:)-fold assumption:

1) the desirability

of a candidate is directly proportional to scores on this test,
and 2) the individual's score on the GRE will predict , to some
degree, overall grade point average and probability of success in
graduate school '' .

The concept developed 35 years ago was based

on the premise that standardized testing instruments, providing
a carcmon measure of academic background , could be useful to graduate
schools in screening applicants for admission.

In short, that

GRE scores predict the probable academic achievement of students
during the years of college before them.

This test consists of
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tv..o sections; 1) Verbal Ability (or GRE-V), measuring aptitude

in the use of the English language, and 2) Quantitative Ability
(or GRE-Q), measuring mathematical aptitude , and the results are
reported in tenns of verbal ability scores and quantitative ability
scores.

Those scores are used in addition to other factors in

deciding whether a graduate applicant should be admitted or
rejected.

M.:>st graduate schools in this country require or reccmnend the GRE
as a prerequisite for admission.

American students with BA degrees

who want to enter a graduate school have to take the test.

Many

minority students arrl deaf students have trouble with the GREVerbal test due to their language problems and limited life experience in the past •.

A high percentage of deaf graduate students are concentrated in a
small nmnber of universities and colleges--california State University, Northridge ~ Oregon College of Fducatiom Gallaudet College;
Western Maryland College ; University of Arizona at Tucson; New
York University, etc.

There are several reasons for this but a

najor reason is that they have a flexible policy on GRE scoressane of them do not require the GRE for graduate admission at all;
others require it but do not have clear "cut-off" points.

(Another

reason is that these sctools are IOC>re apt to have supporting services
for deaf students.)

It is est:unated that nany deaf students who
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are qualified for graduate study are reluctant to apply for
admission simply because they feel they do not have a chance of
being admitted, because of their low GRE scores.

'Ihe "nonns"

of these tests are based on the norms of the hearing white, middle
class students on whan the test was first standardized.

It is

questionable as to whether these tests are valid for deaf persons
due to language differences and (often) the different educational
and social backgrounds from which deaf persons cane.

It is impossi-

ble to separate results on the GRE entirely from the academic and
social conditions, educational and psychological factors in which
the deaf applicants matured.

Deafness hits the heart of human

grcMth--language acquisition and carmunication.

Greenberg (1971) says

"A deaf child of five years old acquires a vocabulary of tv.D hundred
v.0rds.

HO'M=ver, he will have alm::>st no knowledge of sentence

structure.

Carpare this with the hearing child who at the age of

five is estimated to have a vocabulary of five thousand and the
syntactical skills to combine these into meaningful. sentence,"
and when the deaf child reaches the tv.elfth grade , "'What started

as a language limitation develops into a formidable deficit of
knowledge and abilities".

M:)st deaf applicants to graduate schools

still show influences of such a language background; deafness has
had a direct hannful influence on their normal language and
personality growth.

Therefore, the question is:

Is the GRE (or

any other test 'Which is required for graduate school admission)
valid for deaf candidates? This is the topic to be investigated
in this research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERA'IURE

In the United States, if one ,ivants to obtain a professional position,
a master's degree is cx:mnonly needed.

If one does not have a MA,

one is often placed at a disadvantage in school, goverrnnent organizations, and the business "M:>rld, unless one has outstanding ability.
Ho~ver, the problem is that dEm3Ild for graduate degrees exceeds
the supply of openings in graduate schools.

Therefore, graduate

schools must screen their applicants in some way.

"'nle simplest way,

of course," writes Greenberg (1971) "is open admission--accepting
all who wish to enroll."

Ho~ver, regardless of the desirability

of open admissions, colleges and universities simply do not have
the facilities, money or staff to support such an admission policy.
"As a result," says Greenberg, "the majority of institutions of

higher l earning endeavor to predict which of their applicants are
rrost likely to succeed in college.

The proble:n is that the ordinary

criteria of success that have been applied are SAT (Scholastic
Aptitude Test) for college entrance and GRE (Graduate Record
Examination) for graduate study, and these tests are based on the
nonns of the majority group, that is, white, middle-class (able1:xx1ied, hearing) students."

(Parentheses added).

If the applicant

is a minority student, a handicapped student, or a foreign student,
the situation becanes rrore complex and awkward.

These applicants

must take admissions tests, but these tests do not adequately
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measure their ability simply because the nonns of the tests do not
relate to them.

These tests were first developed in the late 1930's,

long before the present advocacy rrovement for minority and handicapped
groups, a time when society and the government paid little attention
to them.

The testing system has continued today, and now, unlike

40 years ago, education of minority and handicapped students is a
national policy.

There is no \\Dnder that problems have cropped up

with the tests.

A growing number of studies seem to indicate t.hat we cannot use
a single equation or selection system for all students.
1974; Goldman, 1976; Sedlacek and Pelham (1976).

(Baggaley,

A Black student

carplaining about the "biased" standard used in the admission
process for undergraduate and graduate study for minority groups
and handicapped students says, "We believe that criteria for entering
Black students are oriented toward white, middle-class students,
and therefore are inadequate for determining academic potential.
such criteria include the SAT, ACT and the GRE."

According to

Webster's Dictionary, "biased" means prepossession with some object
or point of view so that the mind does not respond .rnpartially to
anything related to this object or point of view.
about "bias" in testing?

Then, what

Cleary (1968) discusses this point,

saying that one definition of bias ooncerns "the test as a whole
used as a predictor:

A test is biased for members of a sul::group

of the population if, in the prediction of a criterion for which
the test was designed, consistent non-zero errors of prediction
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are made for members of the sub-group.

With this definition of

bias, there may be a connotation of unfair, particularly if the
use of the test produces a prediction that is too low.

If the test

is used for selection, members of a sub-group may be rejected when
they were capable of adequate perfonnance."

If this definition

of bias is accepted, then the GRE seems to be biased against
minority students, because typical minority students obtain 100
points less than white students on the average.

Likewise , the

test seems to be biased toward deaf students because average scores
of deaf students on the test are even less than scores of minority
groups.

In

selecting students for graduate study, the critical factor is

"fairness" to all.

Students cane from all social ranks and various

racial backgrounds with different experience, interests and
abilities.

If we try to select them for graduate programs based

on nonns of majority group (in this case, white, middle-class stu-.dents), the situation is not in the minority group's favor.

Sane studies concerned with undergraduate admission will serve to
illustrate the situation, as the problems that show up at the
undergraduate level continue to the graduate level.

Davis (1971)

indicates that it is a well-known fact that Blacks as a sul:group
of the American population make lower scores on the ACT and SAT
than does the subgroup of whites.

S. A. Kendrick, Executive

Director of Research and Developrrent for the College Board, has
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estimated that not more than 15% (and perhaps as few as 10%) Negro
high school seniors would score 400 or more on the verbal section
of the SAT.
or more.

Only one or two percent v.0uld be likely to score 500

This does not necessarily mean that minority students

are inferior to majority students.
experience.

These two groups have different

Hunter (1973) says "~inority students do not receive

adequate educational preparation in their elsnentary and secondary
schools.

As

a result, minority student s tend to do poorly both in

their high school courses and in standardized college admission.
Minority students, then, do not usually present the kind of credentials necessary for admission to a quality institution of higher
education.

In fact, it is estimated that fewer than 10% score well

enough on standardized tests to qualify then for regular admission
to even the less selective state supported institutions".

In other

v.0rds, Blacks are still under strong influence of the history of
slavery and the societal discrimination that has existed for the
last two hundred years. This problsn is deep-rooted and the result
in the field of higher education is clear .

Hunter (1973) writes

that "minority_.Atrericans are v.Defully under-represented in most
institutions for higher education .

In spite of two decades of

civil rights agitation and a vast amount of equal opportunity
legislation, a college education or even college attendance is
outside the reaJm of reality for most minority students."

Sedlacek

(1977) says the same thing, "-we must remember that the very nature
of our info:r:mation gathering and research methods, and our tendency
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to be conservative in interpreting results, 'li\Ork against the
minority applicant.

Recent evidence indicates that the number and

percentages of minorities in higher education are dropping".

If the nature of experience causes fundamental difference in academic ability, it is logical that race and even sex might play an
ilrportant role in shaping student's academic potential.

Sedlacek

(1977) conducted a research to examine the advisability of selecting
higher education students separately by race-sex sw::group, and
concluded that higher education students should be selected by
race-sex sw::groups.
study results:

1)

He based his conclusion on the following three
studies which show no relationship between

traditional predictors and college grades for Black students,
2) studies which shav that if traditional predictors are employed,
optimum validity is achieved by separate equations of cut-off
scores for each race-sex sw::group, and 3) studies vvhich show that
certain nonc0:rnitive predictors are useful in predicting minority
student success but are not necessarily useful in predicting the
academic success of white students.

Then, vvhat alx)ut handicapped applicants, especially deaf students?
Of course, deaf students are a minority group, and, they also have

additional problems caused by being unable to hear.

The problems

of deaf students are more complex in nature and more severe in
degree than problems of other minority students such as Blacks
and Chicanos.

Because deafness is unseen, it is hard for most
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people to understand the impact of deafness of many aspects of
human life.

Even many parents of deaf children have little urrler-

standing of the severe effect of deafness on their child's healthy
developnent in language acquisition and personality.

Because of

this lack of understanding~ many parents do not provide special
training to compensate for the damaginJ effect of deafness
on their children when they are in the critical period for language
developnent.

Hearing children learn language nainly by unconsciously

imitating what corres through their ears--everyday conversation,
voices from 'IV and radio, etc.

They are under constant banbardrrent

of voices and sounds from the time they wake up in the morning to
the time when they fall into sleep in the evening.

However, deaf

children do not have this constant input, and as a result, deaf
children have problens in learning language.

When they reach school

age, they are far behind their hearing peers in language ability,
reading and writing, and many of them may never make up this
language deficiency.

Levine (1967) skillfully explained this point

"When a child who was born profoundly deaf begins to learn verbal
language, even though he begins in early childhood, he is already
behind the hearing child so far as the conceptual feel for language is concerned.

He has missed all the preliminary auditory

practice of associating gross sounds with concepts, of connecting
~rd-sound with concepts, and finally of fusing ~rd and concept
into autcmatic verbal thinkim and expression.

He has missed all

the mental, social and emotional stimulations conveyed through
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sound.

He has played no part in the mental explorations leadin<J

up to the discovery and application of v.0rds and language".

The

author has met a deaf graduate student who said to me that the
questions al:x>ut music and poetry on the GRE were hard to answer
because he has never heard sounds.

The mere fact of bein<J unable

to hear sounds and voice hindered him fran understandin<J the meaning
of a poem.

Greenbel:g (1971) says "A deaf child of five years old

acquires a vocabulary of two hundred v.0rds.
almost no knowledge of sentence structure.

However , he will have
Many deaf children of

five do not know the names of the foods they eat, or the clothes
they wear.

Ccrnpare this with the hearing child who at the age of

five is est:inated to have a vocabulary of five thousand."

He later

(1972) adds, "even before he goes to school, the deaf child's
experience of the warld is circrnnscribed.
rhymes, he is not read fairy tales.

No

He does not hear nursery

matter what the socio-

econanic status of his family, he is in much the same position as
the ghetto or Chicano child whose parents are often virtually
illiterate and in any event are too preoccupied trying to ward off
starvation to indulge in such middle-class frills as ABC books and
bedtime stories.

The deaf child, then, like other deprived child-

ren, starts his education with a built-in cultural deficit as well
as a language problem.

At school, the process accelerates.

Learning

rate is a function of previously accumulated knowledge and skills.
A child who is achieving at 95% of the average in kindergarten
brin<Js a little less to first grade than the nm:m.

By

the errl
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of first grade he has acquired probably only sorre 90% of the skills
and knowledge typically gained in first grade.

tively through the years.

And so on cumula-

This accounts for the well-documented

fact that the performance of inner-city children is close to average
in first grade but is two, three and even rrore years behind the
norm by senior high school.
observable arrong the deaf.

Exactly the same phenc:xrenon is
What starts out as a sirrple ccmm:mication

problem year by year develops into a formidable deficit of kn0,vledge
and abilities, with an inadequacy of reading skills driving the
whole sorry mechanism. "

In the most extensive survey of educational achievement of deaf
students, conducted in 1969, only 5% of the students achieved at a
tenth grade level or better .

:rvbst of this 5% were hard-of-heari.n:J

or adventitiously deafened (deafened after acquirinJ language).
Sixty percent ~re at grade level 5.3 or below, and 30% were
functionally illiterate.

Thus, deafness prevents normal language

developnent, and that is why the GRE can't measure deaf applicant's
success in graduate prcgram.

(Mindel, 1971, p. 94)

These statistics

mean that rrost deaf can't escape fran the harmful impact of deafness
on their language develop:nent.

For them, language deficiency is

an unwanted fellow traveller of life.

Thus, deafness has had a

tremendous irrpact on the deaf applicant's whole life.

That should

always be acknowledged and accepted in the admission process.
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However, there is a major issue that concerns all applicants.

In

conducting- studies on any educational and psychological tests;
two

factors are very .important:

validity.

one is reliability and another is

The 'M'.:>rd "reliability" means "constant"; that is, the

ability to get the same result from a study each time you conduct
it.

The reliability of a measure can be assessed in several ways.

All are based on a statistic called a "correlation coefficient"
(symbolized as£_).

The correlation coefficient is a number ranging

from +1.00 to -1.00 and is used to indicate the strength of the
relationship between two variables.

If correlation coefficient r

is +LOO, then there is a positive and very strong- relationship ;
if£ is -1.00, then there is a very strong- and negative relationship .
In either case, when r

=

+1. 00 or r

=

-1. 00, when one knows one

variable, one can predict with 100% accuracy the other variable.
The closer£ is to +l.00, the stronger the positive relationship
between the two variables, and the more accurate the predictions
will be.

An r of 0.20 or below indicates no correlation between

the two variables; no predictions can be made.

An r of O. 20 to

0.40 indicates a low correlation, and 0. 40 to 0. 60 sanewhat more
but still weak .
tion.

An r of 0. 60 to 0. 80 indicates a marked correla-

Obviously, if two variables have a correlation coefficient

+r of O.4 0 or below, predictions about one variable made from
knowledge of the other variable will have a high error rate.
If GRE scores are true predictors of academic success in graduate
school, then the correlation coefficient r between GRE scores
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and the Graduate GPA should be high, +0. 80 or above.

Also, GRE

scores of those 'livho have succeeded in graduate programs should be
higher than those 'livho have failed.

Do

the findings of research

on the GRE support this assumption?

In 1961 Robertson and Neilsen studied the relationship between the
GRE and GPA for 50 students 'livho entered the graduate school at the
University of Florida between 1955 and 1959, the correlation between
academic rating and GRE-Q (Quantitative) score was 0.20, and between
academic rating and the GRE-V (Verbal) score was O. 27.

They con-

cluded that the GRE scare was predictively weak fran a practical
standpoint.

Usinq as subjects 185 secondary education majors

and

111 elementary education majors with 30 or nore quarter hours
accumulated at Winona State College, Eckhoff (1966) got a correlation of 0.30 between the GRE and GPA, and concluded that the
GRE had little predictive validity for her sample.

Hackman,

Wiggins, and Bass (1970) report no significant correlation between
the GPA and either GRE-Q or GRE-V for 42 students 'livho began doctoral
v;ork at the University of Illinois.

Nagi (1975) obtained the sane

result, sampling 63 graduate students, 33 of 'livhan did and 30 of
whan did not complete a doctorate program in Educational Administration at the State University of New York at Albany.

The correla-

tion between the GRE score and GPA was 0.14, and correlation
between Miller Analogies Test (MAT) score and GPA was 0.08.
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These results indicate that the GRE is invalid even for white
middle-class students for whan the original test was first developed.
It is almost bizarre to use the test to measure minority and handicapped students' prospective success in graduate study when the
test cannot even properly measure the academic potential of the
population it was designe:1 for.

The author feels that a big

educational wrong has been perpetrated for the last 40 years on
minority and handicapped students under the name of the GRE.
study on the GRE used deaf students as a sarrple.

No

Fortunately,

hoi:,.;ever, there are several studies on foreign graduate students
and the GRE.

In terms of the GRE score, J:oth deaf and foreign

students have many things in canmon, especially in the area of
English proficiency.

For lx>th deaf and foreign students, English

is a "foreign" language.

The native language of the deaf is sign

language, not standard English.

Therefore, deaf students have

the same difficulty in acquiring English proficiency as foreign
students do.

So, it is v.Drth looking at the research findings

using foreign graduate students.

These studies provide further

evidence as to why .the GRE is not valid for deaf students.

Just

as it would be unfair to elementary students to let them canpete
with college students, the .important point in the case of foreign
students, arrl deaf applicants is that low GRE scores do not
necessarily mean low academic ability.

For exarrple, the National

Leadership Training Program (NLTP) in the Area of the Deaf at
California State University, Northridge (CSUN), a niaster's pro:Jram,
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does require the GRE but does not have clear "cut-off" points.
has trained approximately 80 deaf students.

NLTP

Several of these deaf

graduates have becane superintendents or principals of schools for
the deaf, even though they failed to obtain so-called "passing"
scores on the GRE.

Cieboter (1969) writes that in analyzing GRE scores foreign students
are often "evaluated on the same basis as U.S . students without
regard to cultural and other influences which may significantly
lOVJ'er their scores.

Even with the foreign student population,

there are other factors which probably will cause scores to vary.
Area of geographic origin,. reflecting native culture and kind of
education, and exposure to the English language and Western culture
may have a decided effect on an individual student's GRE scores and

on his GPA. "

Cieboter studied the relationship between foreign

students' GRE scores and their GPA's, using a sample of 218 foreign
students enrolled in graduate divisionsof the University of Florida.
He found that the mean GRE-V score for foreign students was :rrore
than one standard deviation below the mean score for North Arrerican
college seniors, and geographic area of origin did appear to have
an effect on the GRE scores.

Groups such as those from the Far

East, which were far rerroved fran an English-speaking area and
fran Western cultures, attained lo'Wer scores on the GRE-V in co:rrparison with groups which were closer to Western culture and to the
English language, such as the Latin American group and the British
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Corrmonweal th group.

Cieboter ooncluded that foreign graduate

students differ greatly fran each other and should not be categorically grouped under one heading for either testing or grading
purposes.

'Ihe ability of any foreign student to do well in

graduate school (and on the GRE) appears to be directly related
to the proximity of his geographic area of origin to an Englishspeaking area or to a center of Western culture.

Carter (1972)

says that " •... foreign students appear to succeed in American
graduate school in spite of scoring more than one standard deviation below the mean of American students on the GRE-Verbal test.
'Ihis fi:rrling suggests that the scores of foreign applicants on this
test should be interpreted cautiously when evaluating their aptitude
for graduate school.

Foreign students with low F.nqlish verbal

aptitude can succeed in American graduate schools.

'Iheir poor

perfo:rmance may be due to factors not directly related to aptitude
for graduate study .

For exaTtple; the non-native exarninee may lack

adequate English proficiency to understand the test questions or
he may not be familiar with the philosophy or method of American
objective tests."

Gocdrich (1975) lists the shortcomings of the GRE as:
1.

They are culturally-biased in favor of white middle-class
Americans. Hence "ghetto kids" who sit for these tests
are automatically disequalized and put at an unfair
disadvantage. (Author 's note: 'Ihe same holds for deaf
students.)
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2.

'!hey measure one' s knowledge on narrow, selected areas at
only a single point in time. '!hey do not indicate the
students' academic progress over tine.

3.

'Ihese standardized tests do not measure intelligence, and
cannot. Actual intelligence covers a broad, canplex range
of human abilities that GRE does not even atterrpt to
measure.

4.

GRE does not measure one' s capacity to learn.
does not mean low ability.

5.

Many standardized tests have little or no relationship
to skills required for sucx:ess in life, such skills include
research cap~city, oral or written cormru.nication skills,
publications, motivation, leadership and interpersonal
canpetence.

6.

False underlying assumption that intelligence is inherited.
Intelligence is developed, not inherited; and grows over
time as the child becanes exposed to a variety of enriching
experience.

A low score

'Ihus Dremuk (1972) writes "'!he GRE was created by Americans, for
Arrericans, about Arrericans.

It is an examination that atterrpts to

measure certain mental skills or scholastic capabilities which we
considered essential to the effective pursuit of study at the
graduate level.

The individuals being tested, i.e., those whcm

the test measures, are the products of undergraduate education in
this country.

'!heir scholastic skills and capabilities have been

conditioned, reinforced and enhanced by their four-year higher
educational experience.

'!he GRE is concerned with measuring the

results of that experience".

Needless to say, deaf students have

not participated in that experience.
on Arrerican "norms".

In short, the GRE is based

It should be remanbered that the GRE is, also,

based on "hearing" norms.

It is grossly inadequate to use norms
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for the deaf which were originally created for hearing.

Deaf

people have basically different experiences fran those of their
hearing counterparts.

A deaf student's acadenic ability and

potential should be measured against norms created for the deaf
instead of using noilTIS created for the hearing.

J.l.bll (1973) wrote

"There is wide spread feeling and convincing evidence today that
standardized aptitude and achievement tests cannot escape cultural
bias and that they thereby tend to work in favor of the more
advantaged element in our society, while handicapping others."
Dr. Ray Barsch of CSUN goes even further ; saying that "all existing

tests are discriminatory to any and all handicapped individuals
because all tests are based upon the principle of nonnative
psychology, that is, there is a nonn based on a given population.
The test is used for rich, poor, city-dweller or country-dweller.
There are no allowances for differences in people".

Thus, the

question of whether the GRE serves as an adequate predictor of GPA
and success for deaf students in graduate programs is answered

negatively.

The GRE, in fact, proves to be a poor predictor of the

graduate GPA even for the population it was designed for.

In

spite of these negative findings on the validity of the GRE, why
has it achieved such widespread use and acceptance?

Gcxxlrich

(1975) says that there are two answers to this question; 1) Psychologists, sociologists and other academicians have sold us a bill
of goods regarding the reliability of such tests, and 2) second
major reason for reliance on standardized test scores as predictors
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of academic perfonnance is that these test scores are readily
available, and allegedly should be used.

In short, this is the

easy, lazy way out in evaluating saneone's academic potential.
That is, "I.et us look at the test score" is a simple, available,
mechanical procedure, and one need not be rothered too much with
further evaluation of the candidate's academic record.

If the

GRE is not valid with deaf students, then what are best alternatives?
Is it possible to measure a deaf applicant's academic ability?
If oo , on what basis can that be done?

Bean (1975) concludes that

the canbination of GRE-V, GRE-Q, and undergraduate GPA would rrore
accurately predict graduate GPA than would be the GRE-V alone."
However, it seans that the best method for screening deaf applicants
would be a canbined method using many criteria, one which does not
put emphasis on GRE scores, but rather emphasizes GPA rrotivational
factors of the applicant, and includes interviews and letters of
recanmendation.

Gcxx3rich (1975) reconmends this method, sayinJ

that this evaluation "should include the student's history of
grades over tnne, letters of recarmendation, extra-curricular
service to the school and/or carrnunity, and evidence of 'character'
gleaned fran personal interviews."

It should also be made clear

that, in making the graduate admission decision, an applicant's
notivation is a vital factor.

Dr. Charles A. Bearchell, Dean of

the Graduate Studies and Research at California State University,
Northridge, said in a personal interview that notivation should be
used as a major criterion in graduate admission decision.

The
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problem is "Hav can we measure it?" M::>tivation refers to un:1.erstanding the activation and direction of human behavior.

It is

a broad area and extremely canplex--many variables affect
human rrotivation.

'Ihere are many approaches to explain the rnech-

anisn of human behavior such as psycho-dynamics, drive, CXJgnition,
arrl humanistic explanations, but still human rrotives are little
un:lerstood.

Havever, rrotivation does exist, and haw highly one

is rrotivated to study is a very .iJrportant factor in success in
graduate school.

Therefore, in an attE!Tlpt to improve the aoove-

mentioned ccmbined method, r esearch on human rrotivation with
regard to graduate admission policy should be conducted.
a new concept in the admission procedure is now emerging.
universities and colleges do not r ely on the
deciding graduate admission.
of a much larger problem.

The

GRE

GRE

Fortunately,
M::>st

scores alone in

beccrnes just a snall aspect

Greenberg (1971) writes, "In the last

few years , a genuinel y new criteria has errerged, the criterion of
social necessity.

In appl ying this criterion, colleges are saying

'If there is in society a group who for one reason or another are
substantially less well prepared for college work than the nonn
and are therefore largely excluded fran attending college, it is

in the best interest of society to make special provisions for giving
them access to higher education.' We (at Gallaudet) have been
applying this principle for many decades--80% of the students we
enroll could not hope for admission to any college for the hearing
which atterrpts to choose its student tody on the basis of probable
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success".

In

short, the graduate-admission process is becaning rrore

flexible, reflecting the needs of the individual, as well as those
of society .

This latest thinking about admission policies gives

handicapped students hope for the future.

In recent years , legis-

lative action has been playing an important role to bring social
change in vari ous areas.
example.

'Ihe Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a gocd

D'.)es the governrrent have an interest in irrproving graduate

admission policy with regard to handicapped students? 'Ihe an~
is clearly "YES".
Act in 1973.

Congress passed Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

The regulations irrplementing Section 504 procedures.

'Ihus, the government is becanirq aware of the pr oblems r elated to
admission testing men the applicants are handicapped, and has
included in the 504 Regulations ways to address the problem.

'Ihese

regulations indicate that the Federal Government has becare interest ed in higher education for the handicapped and indicate what
central government can do on behalf of the handicapped .

Section 504

Regulations state that "tests which a college or university uses or
reli es upon, including standardized admission tests, must not
discriminate against handicapped persons .

Test must be sel ected and

administered so that the test results of students with irrpaired
sensory, manual or speaking skills are not distorted unfairl y but
neasure the student's aptitude or achievement l evel , and not his
or her disability".

Further, the resiulations of the Section 504

state in relation to the admission procedure:
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1)

May not make use of any test or criterion for admission that
has a disproportional adverse effect on handicapped persons or
any class of handicapped persons unless (a)

the test or crite-

rion, as used by the recipient, has been validated as a
predictor of success in the education program or activity in
question and (b)

alternative tests or criteria that have a

l ess disprofX)rtionate adverse effect are not shown by the
Director (of the Office of Civil Rights) to be available.
2)

Shall assure itself that (a)

admissions tests are selected and

administ ered so as best to ensure that, when a test is
administered to an applicant

who

has a handicap that impairs

sensory, nanual, or speaki.nJ skills, the test results accurately
refl ect the applicant ' s aptitude or achievement l evel or whatever other factor the test purp::>rts to measure, r ather than
reflecting the applicant's impaired sensory, manual or speaking
skills are offered as often and in as timely a nanner as are
other admission tests, and (c)
to

admission tests are accessible

handicapped persons (84.42.b).

There is a further encouraging developnent at the F.ducational
Testing Service (ETS) in Princeton,

New

Jersey .

ETS, which has

been conducting the GRE for the last 43 years , have becare nnre

aware of the problems discussed in this chapter.

The 1977-78 issue

of the P.I'S "Guide to the Use of the Graduate Record Examination" ,
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says, "EI'S makes special testing arrangements for visually or
otherwise physically handicappe:1 students who request then.

For

the Aptitude Test and Advanced Tests, those students rra.y have the
assistance of a reader, on amanuensis, or ooth, a separate testing
roan, and extra time to canplete the tests.

Because the special

arrangements are inconsistent with the standard testing conditions
experienced by other students , scores fran such administrations
are reported with a memorandum calling attention to the special
conditions, designatinJ then as "tests taken under non-standard
conditions," suggesting cautious use of the scores, and recxxrmending
emphasis on other indicators of achievement ••• when they inquire
al::x)ut special arrangements, handicapped students are told that the
direct canparability of their scores with the scores of other
students is uncertain.

Because of this problen, graduate schools

may wish to consider waiving the GRE r equirements for students
with certain handicaps" .

This is an interim procedure pennitted

by the Office of Civil Rights pending resolution of a number of
issues associated with t esting handicapped individuals.

It is

interesting that EI'S itself recxmnends waiving the GRE for
handicapped students .

It is not an enpty staterrent.

real thought and effort behind it.

There is a

For exanple , deaf students

"Who take the GRE typically will e l ect to be seated for the regular
administration (routine timing), with a few special provisions:
a seat in the front row where the supervisor can be easily observed ,
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a photocopy of the instructions spoken by the supervisor to the
hearing students, and a tap on the shoulder to start and stop
each timed section of the test.

On

occasion, a deaf student may

feel it necessary to request an extension of tiire, which is permitted.

Executive Vice President of EIS, Robert Solanon, says "We must do
everything possilile to eliminate the ways that handicapped individuals could be adversely affected in the testing process".
"Develoµrent", the official newsletter of ETS, reports, "At ETS,
major research on how handicapped chil<lren learn is being conducted
at the Institute for the Study of Exceptional Children.

In the

test.im area, the major concern is to provide those with impaired
sensory, manual, or speaking skills with fair rreasures of their
aptitude and achievement".
for at least tv.D years.

EI'S

has been conducting this research

Thus it began at approximately the sane

time the Section 504 final regulations were issued (April, 1977).
Undoubtedly, the signing of the Section 504 Regulations encouraged
than to embark upon the research. The author has tried to get
detailed data on the research being done by ETS , but the materials
did not arrive in time to be included in the paper.

Anyone

interested in the subject should contact ETS directly for further
information.

"Develoµrent" r eports that a major problem is that statistical
procedures that vJOuld permit meaningful interpretation of scores
attained by handicapped persons are not feasilile, largely because
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the population sarrple is
for study.

too

snall to provide a significant basis

According to the Assistant Program Director of the ETS,

2594 handicappErl students registered for ATP (Admissions Testing
Program, including all tests ETS administers) tests in the 1977-78
school year, and requests have increased 40% this year.

Of the

2594 1977-78 candidates, 1198 v.Bre learnin::f disabilities, 903 visual
disabilities, and 493 physical disabilities, including hearingirnpaired.

Gallaudet C'..ollege, with an enrollment of 1,200 deaf

students, would seem to be the best place to do research on the GRE
and deaf students.

'lb

conclude, the results of many studies indicate that the GRE is

not valid even for white middle-class students as _a predictor of
success in graduate study.

'11he nonvalidity of the test is recog-

nized by educators of the handicapped, psychologists , universities
and colleges, t he Federal Government, and ETS itself.

Fran this

newly developing trerrl, it seems evident that the importance of
the GRE in the graduate admission decision process will be further
lessened in the future.
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CHAPTER 3
GRADUA'IE ADMISSION POLICIES

Since the graduate admission process is very canplex and the time
allotted for this study was not sufficient for a complete, fo:rmal
research project on such a complex issue, the data oollection
rrethcrl used in the study was very simple:

Letters were sent to

55 universities across the nation, asking them only~ questions .

First, whether they had a special grarluate admission policy for
harrlicapped applicants, arrl if so, to please explain that policy;
and secondly , asking them for a copy of their self-evaluation

report on admission as required by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973.

any

The policies and procedures used for graduate admission by

Arrerican university can be very complex .

Fach graduate school

establishes minimum requirements for admission, then the individual
departrrents have their awn separate criteria for graduate admission.
At any given university, applications for admission are processed
through the graduate division of each of several oolleges,
result , there is no single consistent admissions policy.

AB

a

.Moreover,

applications go through further carplex screening process:

GRE

scores, undergraduate grade point average (GPA) , letters of
reccrcmendation, interviews, personal essay , career goals of the
applicant, background, needs of society , whether the deparbnent has
the space, what mixture of students would be good for a given
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departrrent, needs of the department, whether the deparcrrent can
satisfy the need of the individual student, etc.

Many "human"

factors are at "v.Ork in the graduate admission process.

In

addition,

aJrrost all universities have "informal" admission procedures.
do not like to ref er to these procedures, but they do exist.

They
Many

universities require the GRE for graduate admission, but they don't
have clear "cut-off" points.

cut-off points at these schools deperrl

on the university, on the department , and on the student 's background.

It is highly possible that "informal" admission policies

are applied not only to minority students and handicapped students,
rut also to able-bodied white students.

There is no practical way

to investigate these delicate variables.

And currently, it is

illegal for universities to collect information about handicap at
the time of application.

Because of these conditions which are beyond human control, this
study does not attempt to go into detail on the subject; formal
research on such a subject "v.Ould be extremely canplex, and "v.Ould
require one or

tv;o

years.

The method used in this research was

simple in form, and small in number.

Letters askinq

tv;o

questions

~e sent to 55 universities and colleges in the United States.
Of the 55 letters sent, 20 were returned.

Because of the s:nall

number of respondents and the simplicity of content, the results
of this study should not be taken as representing graduate admissions
policies of all American universities.

HoW12ver, it seems that the
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findings of this research indicate some general trend, at least.
It should be made clear that graduate aclmissions is different fran
department admissions.

Department admissions criteria can be

higher than graduate admissions criteria, or vice versa.

'111e full

answers of the 20 universities are covered in the Appendix III.

Analysis of the response led to tw:> conclusions.

First, graduate

admission policies used by American universitie s and colleges
differ from university to university.

Indeed, no tw::> universities

amom respondents use the same admission policy, and second, GRE
scores do not seem to play as important role in the graduate
admission process as was first assumed.

'111e graduate admission

policies used by the 20 respondents in the research can be broken
down into three major groups:

universities which require the GRE,

those which do not require it or will waive it, and those which
require the GRE but do not have clear "cut-off" points.

A f ourth

category is oornprised of tw::> universities which use a point syst em.
The standard graduate admission policy is to require a canbination
of GRE scores, overall undergraduate GPA (with emphasis on recent
course v.0rk), and letters of recatmendation in determining graduate
admission.

Universities following this policy are the University

of Iowa, the University of Alabarra, the University of California
at IDs Angeles, the University of Southern california, and the
University of Maryland at College Park.
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The University of Iowa is the only university among the 20 respondents which states that graduate school requires GRE scores of
all students even in the case that departrrents will admit without
them.

The University of Alabama clearly states its "cut-off" points on

the GRE as 1000, arrl the .tv'TAT as 50.

However, they have "conditional

admission" procedures whereby any student who meets either of the
following requirements can enter graduate study as a "conditional"
student.

GPA on a 3-point scale of 1.5 overall, or 2.0 for the

last 60 semester hours, or a minimum score on the entrance examination required by the department as specified un:l.er regular admission.

The University of california, Los Angeles (UCIA) states that the
GRE i s required not only of bachelor's degree holders, but also of
those applicants who have canpleted graduate studies before.

They

do not state "cut-off" points.

University of Southern california (USC) follows the standard admission policy--BA, GRE scores, GPA, and l etters of reccmuendation-but since this university i s a private institution, it is very
flexible in applying these criteria.

This flexibility is, in part,

r eflected by the number of handicapped students enrolled,
nine deaf students at USC, whereas there are only f our at
University of California, IDs Angeles.

The total number of

There are
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handicapped studnets at USC is 250, out of a total enrolhrent of
25,000, while there are only 120 handicapped students at UCIA
out of a total student enrollment of 31,000.

University of Maryland at College Park states that GRE scores are
required, that "discr.iminatinq use of all relevant ma.terials will
be ma.de in each applicant's case."
The most cannon alternate admissions policy is not to require the
GRE or to waive it if an applicant can denonstrate that the test
v.0uld accurately reflect the applicant's abilities.

Nine univer-

sities belong to this class.

At the University of Oregon at Eugene, the graduate school admission
policy does not mention the GRE, but sane of its departments require
it.

However, they also state that "if a student is handicapped

to the extent that test results would not be valid, t est requirement
can be waived ."

Thus, i f a deaf appl icant is abl e to dem:mstrate

that the GRE is not valid for deaf people , that applicant v.0uld
be able to enter the graduate prcgram without taking the GRE.

The University of Connecticut states that "all applicants are
enrouraged" to take the GRE-Verbal and GRE quantitative sections.
They do not use the word "required".

El sewhere , the University of

Connecticut states that "applicants are encouraged to take GRE's
but i f the applicant can derronstrate that it woul d not be to his
advantage, then he/she can ask the department to waive it and
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other evidence of achievement substituted.

This could be in the

fo:rm of letters of reccmnendation, personal staterrent, and, of
course, past academic record and experience."

Graduate admission policy at california State University ~Torthridge
(CSUN), is very flex:ible.

Any student can be granted as a graduate

student with a GPA of 3.0 or better on a 4-point scale, or with a
BA Degree, or a score of rrore than 50% on the GRE or sare other
nationally standardized test, or satisfactory performance on a department admissions assessnent approved by the university graduate
studies c:x:mnittee.

In short, one is elig:ible for graduate study

at CSUN if one's undergraduate GPA is 3.0 or better.
deparrnents require the GRE for admission.

However, sane

The Department of

Psychology does require the GRE and has certain "cut-off" scores,
while the Special F.ducation Department does not require it .

The

National Leadership Training Program (NLTP) in the area of Deafness,
a Master's Program, does require the GRE, rut does not have a clear
"cut-off" point.

If the GRE v.0uld not accurately reflect the

applicant's abilities, NLTP simply waives it.

Such a flex:ible

graduate admission policy i s one of the major reasons why CSUN has
succeeded in producing 270 deaf students with .Master's degrees during
the past fifteen years--a number that no other university or college
in the United States can canpete with.

Western Maryland College's graduate admission policy is alrrost an
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"open admission" policy.
is a BA degree.

The only requirerrent for graduate study

After admission, students take nine hours of

graduate classes, including at least six hours in the area of
concentration.

They are required to obtain a GPA of 3 •0 in the

first nine hours.

If not, they must withdraw.

The graduate school of the University of Kansas does not require
the GRE, but some departments do.

The Department of Filucational

Psychology and Research requires the GRE as well as the MAT.

Only

the rounseling department has fixed "cut-off " srores relating to
the GRE.

The other deparbnents are flexible toward the test

scores.

They have an "admission and standard romnittee" whose

r e sponsibility is to give additional consideration to an applicant
if either the departrrent or the applicant questions the appropriate ne ss of the test.

Thus, there is a proce ss for waiving the t est.

University of Alaska at Fairbanks does not require the GRE.

It

only requires a BA degree and a GPA of 3.0 or better on a 4-point
scale.

Any department can refuse to reconmend a student for

candidacy for a master's degree.

Oregon College of F.ducation states their graduate admission policy
ITDre clearly than the University of Alaska at Fairbanks .

CCE does

not require the GRE for admission to graduate study, but students
who want the master's degree, are required to take the GRE by the
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middle of the graduate year.

The Rehabilitation Counseling Program

for the Deaf, a :rraster program, puts erphasis on previous v.Drk
experience and awareness of problems besetting deaf people, rather
than on GRE scores.

Deaf undergraduate OCE students can enter

graduate programs at OCE without taking the GRE.

Antioch University 'West is a small, private institution in San
Francisoo.

'Ihey apply a very flexible graduate admission policy.

M::)reover, the pur:pose of Antioch West is to serve students who are
excluded from traditional institutions of higher education.

On

this

basic philosophy, they have developed a unique graduate admission
policy.
basis.

All admissions applications are handled on an individual
They do not require the GRE or the

r,,,A'J'.

They only require

a BA degree, and in exceptional cases, they do not even require
that.

Antioch West is a gcx:rl exampl e of .what private institutions

can do because they do not need to follow regulations enforced on
state institutions.

Of course, they are much rrore expensive .

The merit of the graduate admission policy at Wri ght State University (Dayton, Ohio) is that it states clearly how it handles the
undergraduate GPA.

A GPA of 2. 3 on a 4-point scale is the minimum

for graduate school (under conditional status).

They require the

MAT and successful canpletion of a 12 quarter-hour canpetency- based
class.

However, alternative polici es do exist for handicapped

students.

Four universities require the GRE but do not have
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clear "cut-off" :points.

Although the University of Arizona at

'I\.lcson requires the GRE for graduate admission, lav scores do not
prevent an awlicant fran entering the graduate program.

At UAT,

very few depart::lrents still consider the GRE a useful predictor
for success in graduate programs,

Dr. 'I\.lrechek, Professor of

Psychol<:XJY at UAT, reports t.hat dropping all entrance test requirements seems to be a graving trend in departments at the University.
Undoubtedly, such a policy has helped many deaf students to enter
graduate study at UAT.

National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) is one of nine
colleges of Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) , with approximately 700 deaf students.

NTID teaches mainly technical skills.

RIT

requires the GRE, but does not have "cut-off" points.

Cut-off

:i;x:>ints depend on the department to which one applies.

With 700

deaf students NTID has developed a special rnethoo. of handling deaf
admissions.

I t has a sup:i;x:>rtt.'2am in seven of the colleges, and

when deaf students appl y for graduate study, the NI'ID graduate
coordinator contacts the rrembers of that team and asks for a fair
judgment.

The method used at NI'ID -would seem to r equire a rather

high deaf enrollment; with a deaf enrollment of 50 or so.

It may

be difficult to develop such a team approach.

Gallaudet College in Washington D.C., is the only college in the
-world which is designed to serve deaf students only.

CUrrently ,
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it has an enrollment of 1,200 deaf students.

Gallaudet is expert

in the area of deafness, and kn<:Ms how to handle problems caused
by deafness.

Knowing that the GRE is not valid for deaf people,

Gallaudet does not establish clear "cut-off" points.

However,

hearing applicants who want to enter graduate programs at Gallaudet
ltnlSt obtain a certain score on the GRE.

One v.0nders why Gallaudet

does not drop the GRE requirement for its deaf students altogether.
Gallaudet College, ~ause of its mission, should take lead in the
rrovement to abolish the GRE.

Harvard University requires either the GRE or the MAT, rut does not
have clear "cut-off" points.

One assumes that the minirm.Im accept-

able scores on the GRE w:)uld be higher than at other universities.
Harvard makes the admission decision based on "total picture" of
the applicant.

Although Harvard says they do not have "cut-off"

points and the "total picture" is :irrportant, the criteria are still
high, because no deaf students have succeeded in entering Harvard
University' s graduate program.

Of course the econanic factor may

be another reason.

~

universities, the University of california at Davis and the

University of Maryland at Baltinore, use a point system in determining graduate admission.

'11he University of california at Davis

is part of the University of California system.

'11herefore, its

graduate school admission policy is basically the same as u:LA.
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Of special interest is its rnedical school, which became farrous for

the Bakke decision in 1978.

Before the Bakke easer the medical

school at the Davis campus adopted a so-called "quota system",
that is, 16 seats out of 100 ~e reserved each year for minority
group students, especially Blacks .

After the supr eme Court ruled

in the Bakke decision that the quota system is unconstitutional,
the medical school drastically changed its graduate admissi on
policy.

The new poli cy used a canputer-operated "point system"

based on test scores.

In order to survive the first ccrnputer

cut, applicants IlRlSt obtain 15 points or :rrore.

Applicants who are

11lE!ITlbers of minority groups autanatically get an additional five
points.

Applicants who demonstrate that they are "disadvantaged"

receive another five points.

This new systan sounds good, but the

medical school r eceives 3,500 applicat ions each year for 100 seats,
and approximately 2000 applicants WJuld clear the f irst ccrnputer
cut.

It is not clear in what way they handle minority students

and handicapped students who clear the first ccrnputer cut.

The School of Social vlork and Crnmunity Planning at the University
of Maryl and at Balti:rrore uses another, very interesting, form of
the "point system."

It is not a perfect rrethod , but with irnpr ove-

rrent i t could becaue a rrodel graduat e admission procedure .

The

rrerit of the rrethod i s that it has many cri teria for graduate
admission--six .

(See

Apperrlix

I.)

UMB scores all applications

f or aamission to the graduate school.

Undergraduate GPA can earn

a possibl e 40 points , while GRE can only earn a maximum of 10
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points.

The department accepts any student who obtains more than

70 points on the scorinJ sheet.

This means approximately 60% of

the required passing points can be obtained by the GPA alone .

Life

experience can earn a possible 15 points, and autobiographical
statement another 35 points .

In

addition, minority students and

handicapped students are given another f ive "bonus" points .

Appendix I shows a scoring sheet on a mythical deaf applicant,
with the grade point average of 3.0 and a test score on the GRE
in the 300 per section range (very l av,.r) • This applicant ~uld
get 35 points for the GPA and four points on the t est score.

With

one or tm years of experience they ~uld receive 12 points on the
experience rati.nJ; an additional five points for the handicap.

The

handicap bonus points canpensate to sane extent for the effect of
the handicap on the test score .

An average score on the autobio-

graphical statement ~uld give him 24 points resulting in a total
of 80.

UMB will admit anyone with 70 points or over provided the

GPA does not fall below 2. 65.
more than the test score.

The GPA is weighted a great deal

This is why the UMB methcxl is gcxrl for

the deaf applicant because he has language problems .

Also, it is

gcxrl for deaf applicants because it put enphasis on the "human"
sides of the "total picture"---rrotivation, experience , and balanced
personality.

Another merit of the methcxl i s that it can emphasize "human
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notivation" factors, which the author believes should be treated
as a central criterion in the admission decision process.
this scoring irethod also has several shortcanings.

However,

For example,

the older the applicant, the rrore JX)ints he or she will get in the
life experience section.

Is this fair to all applicants? Another

example is the rating of capacity to chan:Je" in the autobiographical
statement section.

What is the standard for measuring "capacity

to change"? The same can be asked of the seven other clauses of
that section.

However, in spite of these shortcanings, this methcx1

could, with several improvements, becare a rrodel graduate admission
procedure.

To conclude, based on the findings of the research, it can be said

that whether the GRE is required, required without a clear "cut-off"
point, or simply waived, varies with the university or department.

Of

the

20 universities in the study , 15 either do not require the

GRE, or do not have clear "cut-off" points.

Only five universities

require the GRE for graduate admission, but an important point here
is that besides an "infernal policy," all five have "conditional"
admission procedures.

Therefore , the conclusion is that the GRE

is losing its importance in the graduate admission process as a
predictor of success in graduate school.
aspect of a much larger question.

GRE scores are only one

What is important in the selec-

tion process is the "total picture" of an applicant, not
alone.

GRE

scores
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It seans fran these results that the enphasis is clearly put on
meeting the individual needs of the applicants, and social needs.
The term "individual needs" refers to the fact that universities

are becaning more and more aware that the GRE can' t adequately
measure sane groups of applicants, and that educational and social
backgrounds of the applicants should be taken into account in the
admission process.

The term "social needs" refers to the fact that

few deaf students are presently in graduate psychology departments,
few wheelchair students in graduate ccrnputer programs, etc.

There

might be a need for increasing the number of deaf and wheelchair
students admitted into these deparbnent.

Admission personnel

might keep this factor in mind when considering an applicant from
these groups for those programs.

They consider the mixture of

students--whites, Blacks, minority students and handicapped--which
"M:>uld be gocrl for a particular department.

The author was greatly impressed by the fact that many universities

without large handicapped student enrolJroents have by no means
inferior graduate admission policies for handicapped students
canpared with those universities which are familiar with those
students.

For example, the University of Oregon at Eugene and

the University of Connecticut 1:oth state that if a student is
handicapped to the extent that test results ¥.Ould not be valid,
test requirenents can be waived.

Universities which have relatively

large handicapped student enrolJroent such as Gallaudet College,
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and NTID do not have such a policy.

Why do the Universities of

Oregon and Connecticut not have many deaf students on their campus?
'Ihere are tw::> major reasons for this.

First, they don't have

adequate supporting service systens for deaf students (such as
interpreter, notetaker, counselor, etc.), and secondly, they don't
have a large deaf population.

This may sound tautolo:rical at first,

but it is the writer's experience that rrost deaf people prefer to
live in a carnrunity where they can easily associate with other deaf
people without constantly having to confront a comnunication barrier.

The overall impression of the graduate admission policies of the

20 universities i s that the trend seens to be to-i;.,ard first providing
applicants a chance to prove their ability, then see if they do well
in the graduate pro:rrarn.

In other ~rds, American graduate schools

are becaning easier to enter, but harder to graduate from.
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CHAPTER 4

SELF-EVALUATION REPORTS ON AJ:l.ITSSION
AS REYJ{JIRED BY 504 RRIDI.ATIONS

In this research, self-evaluation on admission as required by Section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was included .

The

single aim

of this investigation was to see whether there is a difference in
attitude toward handicapped students between universities which
are familiar with handicapped students and those which are not.
Only 12 self-evaluation reports on admission were received as
contrasted with 20 graduate admission policies as reported in
Chapter 3.

The reason for the low response is that many universities

have not yet finished writing their self-evaluation r eports (or
the persons responsible for Section 504 were on vacation) .

In September, 1973, Co~ress passed Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act prohibitinq discrimination on the basis of physical and rrental
handicap in every federally assisted pro:Jram or activity in the
country.

Section 504 states th.at:

"No otherwise qualifi ed

handicapped individual in the United States •••. shall, solely by
reason of his handicap, be excluded fran the participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination un::1er any
pro:rram or activity receiving federal financial assistance."
In the Regulations .i.rrplenen~ Section 504, "comrrunication access"

(interpreters, TI'Y, etc.) in all pro:Jrams and facilities receiving
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federal financial assistant is errphasized.

A Section 504 Fact Sheet

publi shed by the Deparbrent of Health, Education

am.

Welfare lists

other major regulations relating to higher education as:

*

In rolleges and other post-secondary institutions, recruitment,
admissions, and the treatment of students must be free of
discrimination.

*

(Einphasis added. )

Higher education institutions must assure accessibility of
programs and activities to handicapped students and enployees.
Architectural barriers must be renoved men the program is
not made accessible by other rreans.

Handicapped persons should

have the sane options available to others in selectin] rourses.

*

~
Tests which a coilege
or university uses or relies upon,

including standardized admission t ests, must not discriminat e
against handicapped persons. Tests must be selected an:i administered so that the test results of students with impaired
sensory, manual or speaking skills are not distorted unfairly
but measure the student's aptitude or achievement level, and
not his or her disability .

The

(Elphasis added. )

Regulations implementing Section 504 must be carried out by all

institutions and organizations r eceiving financial support from
the Federal government.

These higher education institutes are

required to perfonn self-evaluation on admission and recruitment,
as v.Bll as on academic programs and adjustments thereto, service
to

students, treatment of students, health and insurance, transpor-

tation, housing , financial and employrrent assistance , and non-academic
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services.

"The Guide to the Section 504 Self-Evaluation for Colleges

and Universities" explains that the self-evaluation process is "the

principal process through which oompliance with the statute is to
be assessed and full participation in programs and activities is
to be ensured."

This indicates that self-evaluation reports are

good materials for analysis to see how sensitive university personnel are to the problems handicapped students face, and how
sincere they are in irrplerrenting these regulations.

'lb

do rrore

than that is outside the scope of this research.

As

a result of the recent SUpreire Court decision on Davis vs.

Southeastern Camrunity College brings this issue of deaf college
admission into question, but many authorities point out that the
decision does not extent to such auxilliary services as interpreting arrl note-taking.

In this research, only the "admission" part of the self-evaluation
was included.

The 12 responding universities can be broken dCMn

into tv.D groups: those universities which are familiar wi th
handicapped students, and those which are not.

Universities which are familiar with handicapped students .
These include California State University at Northridge, Gallaudet,
and University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

Currently (Spring , 1979), there are approximately 500 handicapped
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students enrolled at CSUN, including 174 deaf students.
'bx:>

CSUN has

different offices to serve handicapped students, National Center

on Deafness (NCOD) which serves deaf students, and Handicapped
Student's Office which serves all other types of handicapped students.
The policy at CSUN is to use these~ offices as fully as possible
implanent the Regulations of Section 504.

to

Establishing~

different offices is a gcxxl idea because the needs of deaf students
are basically different from those of the other handicapped peoplein particular is the carrnunication problem :imposed by deafness.
With the existence of NCOD, deaf students can be assured of professional guidance.

This point is clearly reflected in the self-

evaluation of the universit:y, "'Ihe agencies administering both
these tests make provisions for handicapped persons and assure
that their .impairment will not affect the r esults.

However, persons

with rrore experience in this area should be asked to evaluate the
methods of t esting these agencies employ."

The testing method

applied to deaf students, of course, should be evaluated by
professionals in the area, and at CSUN, this can be done.
~

to

The

offices also play an irrportant role in exceptional admission

graduate study for handicapped undergraduate students.

NCOD

r eviews application fonns fran hearing-impaired students, while
staff in the handicapped student's office handle applications from
other handicapped students.

Thus, the existence of

'bx:>

offices

for handicapped students enable CSUN to meet the different needs
of different students in a professional way.

Their self-evaluation
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report clearly refers to this point.

Since Gallaudet College is a college for heari.n::f-impaired ; their
self-evaluation emphasizes that they give additional consideration
to

their deaf applicants.

They are experts on deafness, arrl they

know what is appropriate and what is not for deaf students.

The

nerit of the college is that they have 1,200 deaf students on the
campus-large enough to conduct research on the subject.

Gallaudet

says that the GRE and tre MAT are not valid for deaf students, and
they have statistics to support their opinion.

At present,

Gallaudet is the only college in the nation which has gathered
statistics.

It is illegal for American universities to require infonnation
about disability of the applicant at the time of application.

Sane

universities ask on a purely voluntary basis for such information.
Rav.ever, Gallaudet College inquires on its application fonn about
physical defects, including asking for a copy of the applicant's
m:::>st recent audiogram.

There is some justification for this.

If

a college is to serve adequately its handicapped students, then it
must know the nature and extent of the applicant's handicap.
Since Gallaudet College is designed to serve deaf students, they
can ask about physical conditions of deaf students at the tine of
application.

Gallaudet College's self-evaluation reports show that

they are experts on deafness.

CSUN serves 500 handicapped students
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including deaf, blind, wheelchair students , etc., and they

try

to

meet the different needs of these students through the full use of
the~ offices, while Gallaudet College can concentrate on one
handicap--deafness.

CSUN is a good exarrple of servinJ various

types of handicapped students, and Gallaudet College is another
example of serving a student population with one handicap.

The

University of Tennessee at Knoxville is known for its master's

prcgram in the area of the deaf.

It has an Interpreting and

Rehabilitation Service Office to serve handicapped students .

They

use this office to irrplement the regulations of Section 504 .

Universities which are not familiar with handicapped students.
The Self-Evaluation reports on .Admission indicated that nine
universities ~re not familiar with handicapped students.

The

self-evaluation report of the University of Alaska at Fairbanks is
very general.

It simply says that all brochures, schedules, cata-

logs, course announcements, or advertisements containinJ information
al::out university courses include that UAF does not discriminate
on the basis of handicap in the recruitrrent and admission of students.
What a big difference fran CSUN and Gallaudet College!

It is

hard to imagine in what way they would handle applications fran
handicapped students.

Again , the self-evaluation report of the Utah State University at
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Logan is very general.

'lb

the question "Are admission tests adminis-

tered in facilities that, on the whole, are accessible to the
handicapped person?, " they answered "Ix:m' t know. "

In reference to handicapped students , Harvard University maintained
that "the GRE and MAT (are) valid predictors of success in the
education program for which the student is seeking admission. '·'
They also said that "within the lllllitations of standardized tests,"
the GRE and MAT are predictors of success.

This statement is

quite opposite of the findings of this study .
prefers white majority students.

Evidently Harvard

What is totally lackin:J in their

self-evaluation report is concern tCMard the renain~ 20% of the
population--minority students and handicapped students.

The report

she.Ms that they are lacking professional skills, knowledge, experience and the organizational system needed to serve handicapped
sbrlents.

'Ihe best part of the University of Oregon at Eugene self-evaluation
is the following statement:

"If a student is handicapped to the

extent that test results would not be valid, test requirements
can be waived.

Admissibility is then detennined by past grades

and letters of recarmendation."

This university se6T\S in the

middle between the CSUN type of university and University of Alaska
at Fairbanks t ype of university in tenns of services to handicapped
sbrlents.

Handicapped applicants are referred to "Office of
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Student Services", not to an "Office of Handicapped Students."
Their special admission policy is excellent, but their supportinJ
system for handicapped students seens to leave scrnething to be
desired.

University of Minnesota 's self-evaluation report is general , but
shows sane sensitivity to the problens of the handicapped.

For

example, they are trying to refonn their application fonn in order
to

collect infonnation about the nature of the handicapped applicant.

The self-evaluation of UCIA follows the guideline made by the
Deparbnent of H.E.W.

It has revamped its application fonn to

include a "Handicapped" section.

This may help handicapped appli-

cants in sane way.

University of california, Davis is the only university among the
12 responding' universities which states it has a 'ITY in the
admissions and reqistrar's offices to allow deaf students to call
for infonnation.
to

OCD also plans to refonn its application fonn

include a "handicapped" section as in the case of UCIA.

UCD

and T.X:IA mentioned TI'Y's and application fonns but did not

mention 'b.o rrore important, central, matters--lack of validi ty of
the GRE, or the possibility of waivin:J it.

'Ihe University of Miami 's sel f - evaluation, like that of the uni-
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versity of Oregon at Eugene, states, "There are special testinq
arrangements for the handicapped for all admissions tests, or
waiver of tests for the handicapped where special arrangements
are not available."

The University of Michigan's self-evaluation r eport has three
interestin::i- statements.

First, it says that the GRE i s valid when

used with GPA and other criteria.

Second, it says that admission

procedures at the University are "handicapped-neutral,"; and
third, i f the need to modify sane requirements to pennit handicapped
students to take classes occurs, the university deals with i t on a
case-by-case basis rather than creating a specific policy for
changing requirerrents for handicapped students.

The r eport

indicates, in part, that the University has developed an understanding of handicapped students, but reality prevents i t fran going
farther.

As shown, the sensitivity l evel of the nine universities in Group

I I vari es gr eatl y , fran Harvard University, which denied that the
GRE di scriminated against handicapped students , to the University
of Oregon at Eugene and the University of Miami, which waive the
GRE requirement for handicapped applicants,
be valid for than.

if the t est w::>uld not

All of these nine universities follow H.E.W. ' s

guideline of non-discrimination policy on the basis of handicap .
Sare of them, like Harvard University and Utah State University
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at ~an, nake no pre-admission inquiries as to handicap; others,
like UCD and UCIA have revisai their application fonn in order to
collect info:rma.tion about handicap on a voluntary basis.

All nine

universities have one tiling in corrm:m:

They do not have campus

supporting services for deaf students.

This is one of the major

reasons why University of Oregon at Eugene does not have a large
deaf student enrollment, in spite of their flexible admission
policy.

As contrary to the graduate admission policies covered in Chapter

3, where universities which are not familiar with handicapped students have equal or better admission policies than those which are
familiar with handicapped, the self-evaluation reports tell us that
there are big differences between Group I and Group II universities
in tenns of awareness l evel and quality of the services provi ded
to handicapped students on the whole.

It seans that the self-

evaluation staterrents of Group I seem to go into detail and give
signs of professionalisn in the area, whil e those of Group II seem
to

lump tc:gether all t ypes of handicapped students.

Based on an analysis of the self-evaluation on admission suJ:mitted
by 12 universities, three conclusions can be made:

1)

The sensitivity level of a university t ~ d the proble:n of
handicapped students is in direct proportion to the familiarity
of that university with handicapped.
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2)

In

order to give adequate services to the handicapped, a special

admission policy such as waiving certain requirerrents is not
sufficient.

There should be real effort behind the policy

to meet the needs of handicapped students, and a supper~

service system should be provided.
3)

Universities which provide good services to the handicapped
have both a positive attitude toward handicapped and a pro,t"9ssional supportinq systen.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSI ONS AND RECCMMENDATIONS

This research has investigated the validity and r eliability of the
Graduate Record Examination with regard to handicapped applicants
including deaf students.

Also, the paper covers graduate

admission

policies as used by American universities an::l colleges, and Sel.fEvaluation reports on admission as required by Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

A number of conclusions can be made

based on the findir¥Js of the study .

1.

Although graduate admissions polici es are compl ex and the
Graduate Recor<l Examination does not pl ay as l arqe a role in
determining admission as was originally assumed, the evi dence
gathered from the literature and fran the responses of the 20
universities arrl colleges which are incl uded in thi s study
indicates that its value as a predictor of success in graduate
school is so l ow that use of the GRE as a cri teri on for admission
is being minimized.

'Ihis conclusion is true not only for

harrlicapped students including deaf students, but also for
minority students , forei gn students, and even white middl ecl ass hearing students as well .

Many studi e s incl uded in this

paper support this conclusion.

2.

Because the GRE was standardized 40 years ago using whit e middl eclass hearir¥J norms , and because it relies so heavily on un:1erstanding the nuances of standard written English , it is not
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valid for minority, foreign or handicapped students, especially
deaf students.

As

Brill (1974) said norms of a test are only

norms for the type of subject with whom the test was standardized .
Obviously, nonns obtained from white, hearinq middle-class
students are not the same for deaf students .

This is very

simple and clear logic, but it has been ignored by educators and
admission personnel for the last 40 years.

During that long

pericd, countless minority , foreign, and handicapped students
have been denied admission to graduate schools simply because
they could not obtain scores on the GRE above certain "cut-off"
points.

It seems that a great injustice has been done to thEID

in the name of graduate admission selection.
The .important point here is that while the GRE was originally
developed using white middle- class students, the validity of
the GRE for those students is now un:l.er question.
3.

In light of the fact that research studies, educators of the
handicapped, psychologists, the federal goverment, and the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) itself all agree that the
GRE is not valid for handicapped persons, emphasis on the GRE
as a criterion for admission will continue to decrease.

4.

Graduate admissions policies at nost universities in this
study are canplex arrl based on many factors .

In addition to

the GRE, GPA, letters of reccmnendation, interviews, etc. , are

used in making the graduate admission decision.

Admissions
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also deperrl on many other factors such as the number of places
available in a deparbnent, considerations such as background
of the applicants, career goals, potential contribution to
the field, need of the deparrnent, special requirements of the

department, financial support from the State Vocational
Rehabilitation, and so on.

Based on the findinqs of this

study, it can be said that each .American university has its own
unique admission policy.

Even within a university, admission

policies vary from deparbnent to depart:ment.
5.

One surprising findinq in the research i s that in tenns of
graduate admission policy, many universities which are not
familiar with handicapped students have equally good or better
admission policies than those wit..h large numbers of handicapped
students and supporting service systems for then.

Several

universities covered in this study, such as the University of
Oregon at Eugene and the University of Miami , have excellent
graduate admission policies with regard to handicapped students-Their policies say, "If a student is handicapped to the extent
that test results 'M:>uld not be valid, test requirements can
be waived. " Hrn~ver, because these universities do not have
campus-supporting services for deaf students, the value of this
policy is lessened.
6.

Universities which are familiar with handicapped students tend.
to classify according to the type of handicaps and to have

supporting service offices with professional staff and to write
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detailed Self-Evaluation re:[X)rts on admission, while universities not familiar with handicapped students tend to lump
all handicaps together, not to have sup:[X)rting services for
deaf stu:lents, and to write general Self-Evaluation re:[X)rts on
admission.

These~ tendencies clearly sup:[X)rt the assumption

that exposure of university personnel to the handicapped ~rld,
especially to deaf culture, is a critical factor in determining
the admission decision.
Carter (1975--see reference note) re:[X)rts that heari~ students
who have been exposed to hearinq-impaired stua.e nts in an
"integrated" setting have :[X)Sitive attitudes toward the hearingimpaired.

Her study indicates that admission personnel should

be exposed to deaf sb.ldents, to the deaf culture.

The al:x>ve conclusions led the writer to sane recarmendations a:mcerning the graduate admission :[X)licy for handicapped applicants.
They are:
l.

Because no study showed a correlation coefficient higher than
0.30 between GRE scores and graduate school success for hearing,
white, middle-class students, it is recarmended that the GRE
be eliminated altogether as a criterion for graduate school
admission.

2.

Failing that, it is strongly recarmended that the GRE be
eliminated as a criterion for admission for minority, foreign,
and handicapped graduate school applicants, especiall y deaf
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applicants.

It is irrational, at rest, to appl y the GRE to

these minority group stlrlents recause the test is un::1er question
even with the white middle-class students with whan the test
was originally developed.
3.

With impravanent, especially m::>re anphasis on motivation, the
Point System used in making graduate admission decisions by
the School of Social hbrk and Carrnunity Planning at the
University of Maryland at Baltirrore i s recarmended as a model
admission policy.

I deally , the GRE would not re included in

the criteria, but even if it were , this point syst en would
wei gh GRE scores much less heavil y than other factors such
as GPA and motivation.

This system uses six criteria, is well

balanced , and is the rest way to canpensate for deaf applicant ' s
l anguage defi ci ency.

I t is a fair method for predicting

success in graduate study for deaf applicants whose true academic
ability and potential contributions to the ccmnunity are thickly
obscured by their awkward language.
4.

Because motivation seems to have a greater bearing on graduate
school success than do GRE scores , emphasis should re put on
m::>tivational aspects in screening applicants.

.M)tivation an:l

personal effort will deteniline in l arge part whether a deaf
student would re successful in graduat e study or not.
5.

Because universities do not now have a practical or realistic
method to measure motivation, there should re systematic
research on the subject, and there should re more cooperation
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between educators and motivational psychologists in developing

fonnal methods for rreasuring motivation for graduate work.

We

can partially measure academic ability, but we are still unable
to measure applicant' s motivation for success in their chosen
graduate study .

The CXJinbination of the UMB' s point systen

arrl this motivation testing technique would be ideal.

6.

A good graduate admission policy should be coupled with good
campus-supporting service for handicapped, especially for
deaf students.

A good admission policy arrl a good supporting

system should be considered as one unit, not two separate
things.

In beginning this research, the writer sought an "ideal" graduate

admission policy for harrlicapped students, includin;r deaf students .
NJ such perfect policy now exists, but the raw materials for such

a policy were discovered:

elimination of the GRE, and modification

of the UMB's point system with more emphasis on motivational factors.
This would seen to be desirable not only for handicapped or minority
students, but also for white middle-class majority culture students.
such a policy could take into account individual strengths not
nCM oonsidered in present admissions policies, giving handicapped
students a better chance to indicate their abilities rather than
their disabilities.

As Justice Harry A. Blackmun said in rnaJd.n;r his decision on the Bakke
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case in June, 1978, "In order to get beyond Racism we must first
take account of Race.

There is no other way .

And, in order to

treat sare people equally, we must treat them differently," it
seems that "In order to treat~ handicapped applicants equally ,

we must treat them differently."
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APPENDIX I
Scoring Sheet Used in Making Graduate .Admission Decisions
at the University of Maryland at Baltirrore
NAME

.

'.

CCNCENTRATION

\.

RES

GRADE POINT AVERAGE
IAST 60 CREDITS
40

GPA

3.50-4.00
..J3.00-3.49
2.75-2.99
2.50-2.74
2.25-2.49
2.00-2.24

<l)
30
25
20
10
10

.MASTERS DEGREE

MAT SCORES

0-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81- 100

GRE SCORES

2
4
6
8

10

Average verbal and analytical scores
together
under 300
2
J300-399
<®
6.
400-499
500-599
8
over-600
10
IDRK AND LIFE EXPERIENCE

Voluntary experience only

3

Less than three years general IDrk or
volunteer experience

6

Three to ten years general IDrk or
volunteer experience

9

Less than three years social IDrk or
related paid experience
Three to ten years IDrk or
related paid experience

15

MISC.
Minority, Handicap, out of school Irore t.h an 10 yrs. @
Negative references

subtract 5 for each
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AU'IOBicx;RAPHICAL STATEMENT

Average
A.

High

.r.btivation
(including intrinsic &
extrinsic rewards)

1

3

career salience, goal
identification, appropriateness of goals and means

1

3

Capacity to give, be
sensitive to others

1

3

Capacity to take fran others

1

3

Ability to function under
stress and problem solve

1

3

capacity of change

1

3

Awareness and tolerance of
value differences fran
others

1

3

E.

Social conscience

1

3

F.

Awareness of strengths
appropriate to helping profession 1

3

Awareness of limitations
to being helping person

1

3

Em:>tional maturity
(Questions A through G)

1

3

B.

c.
D.

G.
H.

Writing Ability
Total points possible -

1 (Inade2 (Adequate)
quacies evident)
35

SCORE
GPA

TEST SCORE
EXPERIENCE

MISC .
STATEMENI'

'IDI'AL

DATE------------------------.
DECISION--- - ---...........,..._......,_....,___

RFADER-----..--_.,...,_....,_,__...______g_.....,._.

APPENDIX II
IN'IERVIEW WITH THE DIREC'IDR OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ON GRADUA'IE ADMISSIONS POLICY FOR DEAF
S'IUDENI'S AT USC
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APPENDIX II
Interview with the Director of the Graduate School, University
of Southern California, on Graduate Admissions Policy for Deaf
Students at USC
Q:

Please explain your graduate admission policy.

A:

If you want to enter the graduate program in psychology, your
application \4.0uld go first to the psychology departrcent.
\4.0uld look at your total record (GRE included).

They

Based on mat

they see in your mole file, they \4.0uld recorrmend "reject11 or
11

admit11 •

There are some deaf students who are goa:1 students and

sane who are not.

We can usually tell fran letters of reccmnen-

dation, or grades or other data whether the student is good.

After that, the question is whether the department has the space.
In all cases , even with re<JUlar students , ~ consider and ~igh
carefully all criteria.

Sanetimes the GPA is lower and sorretimes

scores on the tests are l ~ .
11

Q:

In these cases, departments send

special 11 cases to the Graduate Office for final consideration.

What is your basic philosophy in making a decision to accept or
reject applicants?

A:

Our

only basic philosophy is that grades or GRE's in sorre situa-

tions should not be the sole indicators of a student's ability .
We want to take all pertinent factors into consideration (stu-

dent' s background, handicaps, econanic status, etc. )

For the

learning-impaired,~ want to do the sarre thing.
I believe this has been the policy for some time here at
but the implementation tends to vary with the individual

use,
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deparbrent head's ccmnibnent to help the handicapped.
Q:

What about laws?

A:

That undoubtedly helps.

But also people are now much more

informed about what being handicapped means.

Society's view

toward handicapped people is changing arrl institutions are
following society's lead .
Admissions in United States colleges is almost never rigid.
Harvard University is an example.

They admit students on the

basis of all factors including rrak.e-up of the total class.
short, it depends.

In

(State Schools which are highly caupetitive

may be exceptions. )
Q.

What do you mean by "it depends"?

A.

Admissions is very canplicated.

If there are 20 places in

Department X, the department must look at candidates arrl decide
wrat mixture of students ,;,.~uld be good for their program.

I

w::>uld hope they w::>uld not just choose 4.0 GPA, 1,400 GRE,
excellent letters of recarrnendation, good undergraduate school ,
etc. alone. But other considerations such as backgrourrl, career
r --..,....~~
goals , potential contribution to the fiel d , contribution to
other students, etc. , should be considered.
You see, each case is considered on its merit.

That does not

mean that a student with a GPA of 2. 85 or a GRE of 950 (crntbined)
w::>uld get in.
admitted.

But students with these records have been

It depends on the departrrent , number of places ,

overall picture of the student ' s past academic performance, etc .
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Usually each department has a limited number of places.

They try

to look at all applicants and get a goocl. cross-section of excel-

lent students for their department.

So, admission depends on

the needs of the department (sare departments get teaching
assistants for their undergraduate courses).

It also depends on

whether the deparbrent can satisfy the needs of the individual
student.

For instance, the student might want a specialty that

the faculty can't accx::moodate.

You see, there are m:my, many

factors in admission.
Another factor is that rrost disabled students get higher education
with financial support fran the State Vocational Rehabilitation.
The universities such as USC and UCLA cost rrore rroney, so
Vocational Rehabilitation sends their clients to ccmnunity
colleges or state universities rather than

use. Also use and

the OC system offer rrore research-oriented courses than the
state colleges--thus, when the student graduates, he or she is
saretirres less likely to get employment.

The state oolleges are

rrore oriented for preparing their students for anployment.
Q:

The GRE is now under attack.

What is ba.sically wrong with the

GRE?

A:

I think that standardized tests are good indicators for 80% of
all students.

For the others, it is generally agreed and

recognized that they may not l:.e accurate in all instances.

I

think it may or may not l:.e useful, defeooing on the nature and

length of the handicap.
1.

It is l:.elieved by sare that

It is culturally biased.
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2.

It is educationally biased (i.e., a person fran a
different educational system might not test well).

For

example, people fran Japan.
3.

It does not measure ability or potential.

4.

It can be used rrore as a confirmation than as an instrument
of revelation.

Q:

What is your personal opinion of the GRE?

A:

It is relied on by rrost gocx:1 universities to confinn GPA and other
acadenic indicators.

There is now such bad grade inflation that

sane test will be used to validate transcripts.

I think this is

fine for rrost, traditional American students.
Q:

Deaf students, by the nature of deafness, have language problems
and Limited life experience in the past, so that for rrost of them

it is a1nost impossible to obtain a certain required score on the
GRE.

In

other words, the GRE is not valid for them.

IX>

you

think that the GRE should not be used if the applicants are deaf?
A:

Yes.
ments.

legally all students should have the same required measureHowever, I do not believe that the score should be

evaluated in the same way as those of the traditional student.
Q.

If we do not apply the GRE score for certain group of applicants
such as deaf students because it is not valid to them, then hav
can we check out those who are not graduate material?

A:

I believe that we measure all students by looking at many factors.
It will be possible to see fran grades, description of past
perfonnance, letter of reccmnendations , etc., what the student
is capable of doing.
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Q:

What is the hardest problem to be solved in developing a special
graduate admission policy for handicapped applicants?

A:

There is no problem.

I do not believe it is needed because

admissions is already so flexible.

Admission at most institutions

has norms and standards, but there are always exceptions to this.

APPENDIX·, III
GRADUATE ADMISSION POLICIES OF RESPONDn:K;
UNIVERSITIES
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APPENDIX III
Graduate Admission Policies of Responding Universities
'
'
1. Universities Usi!1<;J Stanclard Admission'Policy
and Requiring the GRE :

University of Iowa
General requirements of the Graduate School:
1.

Transcripts

2.

GRE scores
The aptitude Test of the. Graduate Record Examination should
be taken prior to consideration for admission and the scores

sent to the University of Iowa.

Sane departments may admit

without GRE scores : however , the Graduate School requires
the scores of all students within the first session of regis~
tration.

Programs in the School of Business Administration

require the GMAT scores before making an admission decision.

University of Alabama
Individual prCXJram areas determine which entrance examination 'Will be
required.

In

addition, program areas may set standard£ for admission

higher than those imposed by the Graduate School, and if so, those
are honored by the Graduate School.

Each applicant to a degree

prCXJram in the Graduate School sul:mits the following credentials:
1.

A quality point average, based on a 3.0 system, of 2.0 overall
or 2. 0 for the last 60 semester hours, and

2.

An

acceptable score on the entrance ·examination specified by the

Department in the prCXJram descriptions.
admission:

Minimum test scores for
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GRE (Aptitude) ••••••••••• 1000
G ~T . ...........•...... 450
~T . ................... ._. 50
11:

(crnm:>n) • • • • • • • • . • • • • 600
NTE (cc:rnposite) ••••.• •• • •1200

J\rI'E

3.

Official Transcripts from institutions atte.nded.

4.

Three letters of reference.

Conditional Admission:
An applicant whose credentials do not meet the requirements stated

alx>ve may be considered for conditional admission if either of the
following :minimum requirements is satisfied;
1.

A quality point average of 1. 5 overall, or 2. 0 for the last 60
serrester hours, or

2.

A minimum score on the entrance examination required by the
department as specified under Regular Admission,

A graduate student admitted corrlitionally removes the condition by
making an average of "B" or better in the first 12 serrester hours of

graduate level 'M)rk canpleted.

Failure to remove the condition within

the first 12 hours of graduate work will result in the student's
being droppa:1 fran the program.

A student who satisfies the con-

dition will assume autanatically the status of a regularly admitted
graduate student.
University of California , IDs Angeles
The "Aptitude" Test of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) is a
specific requirement of the Graduate Division for all danestic and
sane foreign applicants.

The requirement applies not only to under-

graduates and to bachelor's degree holders, but to applicants who
have canpleted studies in graduate status and to those who received
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master's degree.

Even though your application may be considered

canplete in the Graduate Admissions Office, departments requiring the
GRE will not make a recarmendation prior to receipt of the scores
report.

University of Southern california
The following are the basic requirements:

1)

a bachelor of arts

degree or its equivalent from an accredited college or university;
2)

satisfactory scores on the verbal and quantitative portions of

the Aptitude Test of the Graduate Record Examinations ;

3)

intellec-

tual pranise that indicates an ability to do acceptable graduate ~rk;
4)

strong personal qualifications, including good rroral character

and sound health.
Occasionally, applicants for admission may lack one of the qualifications listed above or may have difficulty producing appropriate
documentation; such students may be considered for admission to
special standing • .Admission to special standing can be granted only
by direct action of the Graduate School.

Such action will be taken

only after consultation with the appropriate departnlent.

- .-.,

Scores on a nationally standardized examination such as the Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE) , Miller Analogies Test (MAT) , and s.unilar
tests are required.

Because the predictive utility of these scores

may vary fran one group of applicants to another, a discr.uninating
use of all relevant materials will be made in each applicant's case.
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2. Universities which do not Require the GRE or will Waive it:
- - -- -- -- ---University of Oregon at Eugene
'lb be admitted to the graduate school for the purpose of seeking an

advanred degree, a student IIR1st be a graduate of an accredited fouryear college or university and IIR1st also be accepted by the professional school or major department in which he or she proposes to
study.

This acceptance is subject to the approval of the Dean of the

Graduate School.

The school and departments of the university

detennine their own specific requirements for graduate admission
with which the student should become familiar before applying .
Department of Psychology:
1)

GRE scores--verbal and quantitative.

2)

Three letters of reconmerrlation.

3)

Detailed info:rmation on admission including application fonns and
information on awards and assistantships.

Initial admission may be either conditional or full.

If a student

who has been conditionally admitted has not been granted full
admission after the conpletion of 36 credit hours of graduate course
v.0rk, the Graduate School will inquire of his or her school or
depa.rbnent as to the reason and recamrrEnd that a decision on the
student's status be made as soon as possible.
At the option of the school or department, the student may also be
required to furnish such additional materials as transcripts of test
scores (Graduate Record Examination, Miller AnalCXJies, etc.),
evidence of foreign language proficiency, and letters of reference.
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If a student is handicapped to the extent that test results 'M'.)Uld
not be valid, test requirements can be waived.

Admissibility is then

detennined by past grades and letters of recx:mmendation .

University of Connecticut
'lb be

admitted and to begin studies, an applicant nrust hold a

baccalaureate fran a college or university of approved standing or
present evidence of the equivalent. The applicant nrust sul:mit to the
Graduate Admission Office a set of official transcripts of all
previous work, undergraduate and graduate, which nrust be of at
least the following quality:

a curtn.llative grade point average of 3 ~0

for the 'Whole undergraduate record, or 3. 0 for the last two years, or
excellent 'M'.)rk in the entire final year.

Exceptions may be made in

light of individual student record and backgroun:3.s.
All applicants are encourag:d to sul:mit test scores fran the verbal
and quantitative sections of the Graduate Record Examination to the
offices of the r::ean of the Graduate School.

It should be emphasized

that meeting the minimum requirerre.nts does not. guarantee admission.
Applicants nrust show promise of superior achievement arrl nrust have
specific preparation for the course of study they wish to undertake.
If their records indicate deficiencies they may be refused admission
or required either to take background courses without graduate credit
or to demonstrate by examination that they have acquired the requisite
knowledge or skills.
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Provisional status:

Occasionally students holding the baccalaureate

but not fully qualifying for admission may give evidence of ability
i..r1 their chosen field sufficiently convincing

to

warrant their

provisional admission to a master's degree program.

If their IDrk

meets Graduate School standards, they will be accorded regular
status upon canpleting as provisional students twelve credits of
appropriate course IDrk; othe:rwise, they will be asked

withdraw.

to

There is no special admission policy for disabled students who wish
to go to Graduate School at the University of Connectimt.

The

University does not discrllninate in admissions on the basis of sex,
race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, age or physical
handicap in accordance with provisions of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, Title IX of the Education .Amendments of 1972 ; the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973 and other existing Federal and State Laws and
executive orders pertaining to equal rights.
Applicants are encouraged to take GRE's but if the applicant can
derronstrate that it would not be to his advantage, then he/she can ask
the department to waive it and other evidence of achievement substituted.

This could be in the form of letters or rea:mnendation,

personal statements, and, of course, past academic record and
experience.

california State University, Northridge
General requirements of the Graduate School:

In order

to

be granted

classified status, the student rrrust fulfill one of the following :
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a.

Have an undergraduate GPA of 3 • 0 or better.

b.

Hold a graduate degree fran an accredited institution.

c.

Score at or above the 50th percentile on one of the three
portions of the aptitude test of the Graduate Record
&{amination, i.e., verbal, quantitative or analytic.

d.

Score at or above the 50th percentile on sane other
nationally-nol'.m=d University approved examination.

e.

Attain a satisfactory perfonnance on a department aclmissions
assessment approved by the University Graduate Studies
Carmittee.

Department of Psychology:
1)

Undergraduate major in psychology.

2)

Undergraduate GPA 3. 0 or better.

3)

Canpletion of the GRE is required, with satisfactory as
prescribed by the graduate camtl.ttee.

4)

Personal interview.

5)

General university requiranent ITDJ.st also be rret.

Its Teacher Training Prcgram for the Deaf asks deaf students to take
the GRE three tirres, and if they fail to obtain a certain score on the
test three tirres in series, 'I'I'P does not require deaf students to take
the GRE for the fourth time.
I~s National leadership Training Program in the Area of the Deaf
encourages deaf participates to take the GRE, but it does not set
cutti_n:J-of f points .

&{ceptions to the minimum requirem::mts must be

justified by the department and approved by the Dean of Graduate
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Studies and Research.

Western Mal'.}'land College
General requirements of the Graduate School:
1.

BA degree.

2.

An academic background appropriate for graduate study in the

candidate's chosen field .
Anyone with a BA degree may enroll for graduate \\Ork without a
fonnal admissions procedure.
to

Students entering a program leading

a master's degree must file an application including names of

references, and transcripts of BA degree \\Ork.

The subcarmittee on

matriculation from the faculty Graduate Affairs Conmittee will select
students for degree candidacy on the basis of:
1.

Recarmendation of faculty advisor.

2.

References.

3.

Transcripts of previous academic \\Ork.

4.

Grades in the first nine hours of study at

WM:-.,...to

include at least

six hours in the area of concentration.
5.

Score on the English Fluency Test.

If the students can't obtain GPA 3.0 in the first nine units , they
quit .

This policy is for all the graduate programs at WM:.

University of Kansas
General requirerents of the Graduate School:
1.
. 2.

BA degree •
Undergraduate GPA of approximately B, lx>th overall and in the
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proposed major.
School of Education:
1.

GPA of at least approximately 3. 0 on a 4 point scale.

2.

Proba.tionary status requires a GPA of 2.75.

Regular graduate student ·:

The applicants meet .the academic standards

of the department, the Graduate Division and the Graduate School to
work for an advanced degree without excessive pre- requisite deficiencies.
Probationary Graduate Student:

The applicant does not fully meet the

academic standards of the departrrent, the Graduate Division, and the
Graduate School.

A student admitted in this category who has com-

pleted the equivalent of one serrester of full- time graduate study
with a record of B or better is then automatically considered to have
achieved regular student status ~
Provisional Graduate Student:

This category implies a deficiency

(e.g., an undergraduate-point average lower than that required for
admission on probation) in the quality of undergraduate preparation or
in prerequisites mich must be canpleted before the applicant's
ccmpetence can be accurately judged.

This category is particularly

intended for disadvantaged students and for students with low gradepoint averages as undergraduates mo subsequently have demonstrated
their ability profess-i.onally.

It is expected that each departrrent

or school using this category will limit the number of students so
admitted so as not to affect the quality of its major programs.
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In accepting students for admission in the provisional category,
departments and Graduate Divisions will develop a remedial program
for each student involved.
beyond a single semester.

The duration of this program nay extend
The department and/or the Graduate

Division will present and discuss the content and structure of the
remedial prcgram with the student at the tfule of enrollnent,

Unless

a student in the provisional category is enrolled in a remedial prcgram lasting more than one full-time semester or its equivalent ,
prcgress shall be reviewed at the end of the first full semester or
equivalent.

At this time the department and the school will decide,

on the basis of tre student's perfonnance, whether the student should
be (a) transferred to regular status or (b) dropped frcm the Graduate
School.

University of Alaska at Fairbanks
In general, a student may be admitted to graduate status if he/she
has a bachelor's degree frcm an accredited institution with at least
a B average in his/her major and if his/her major is deemed suitable
for continuation of studies in the field of his/her choice.

F.quiva-

lent accanplishrnents at a foreign university nay be substituted,
For the purpose of admission to graduate study , all grades, including
those generated fran retaking a course, will be included in the
calculation of the grade point average .

Program heads in fields of

interest will determine the adequacy of the student's preparation

and whether or not departmental facilities are sufficient for the
student's aims.
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Admission to graduate study does not imply admission to candidacy
for a degree.

A student rrust not assume that he/she will be admitted

to graduate study rrerely because he/she has been pennitte::1 to take

graduate courses.

Any program has the option of refusing to recorrmend

a student for candidacy for a degree.

Oregon College of F.ducation
In general, the hearing impaired students at OCE are evaluated by
the same admissions' criteria as the general student population .
Ther e has to be sane distinction between general graduate school
admission, and the admission requirements of specific departments .
For example, our Rehabilitation Counseling Program for the Deaf
employs the use of an advisory board to screen applications.

Sare

of the criteria 'Which deserve extra emphasis in our case are previous
w:)rk experience and familiarity wit.h problems faced by handicapped
individuals, deaf people in particular.
CCE does not require the GRE for admission as a graduate student ,
but the GRE or Miller Analogies Test is required 'When being considered f or a degree by the middle of the graduate year.

The

Miller Analogies Test is given on campus, at least once a year.
above policy is true for all graduate departments.

Generally,

students who have special needs are dealt with on an individual
basis.

Antioch University West (San Francisco)
1.

We do not have a special admissions policy for graduate study

The
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for handicapped students.

All admissions applications are

handled on an individual basis.
2.

Since all admissions applications are individuall y evaluated,
we

do not require any standardized tests in our admissions

process , including GRE and Miller Analogies Test,

*

The graduate programs seek persons with a lively curiosity, a
desire to ask and answer questions, a hardy interest in solving
problems, a measure of self-insight, and personal integrity.
A bachelor's degree fran a reccgnized institution is required
for admission to all programs.

In exceptional cases a BA

equivalency may te considered.

*

Each applicant must arrange for tV'O letters of reccmnendation
to be sent to the Program Director.

These should be provided

by individuals qualified to attest to the student's readiness
to begin graduate study in the field.

Transcripts of all

undergraduate and graduate V'Ork must be sul:mitted at this time.

*

After the admissions materials have been reviewed ., the applicant

will be interviewed by the Program Director and/or an Admissions
Carrnittee consisting of other students and faculty in the
program.

Acceptance is based on a dete:rmination of compati-

bility between the prospective student's goals and capacities
and the goals of the program.

Occasionally students are accepted

provisionally, based on the canpletion of certain undergraduatelevel requirements either prior to enrollment or during the
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first quarter of enrollment.
Antioch West programs are relatively small and highly individualized.

Our mission is to serve student populations who

are excluded fran traditional institutions of higher learning
as well as students who prefer a non-traditional approach to
education.

Therefore, within our fiscal limitations, we have

a carrnitment to make our programs accessible and. appropriate
to

disabled students.

Wright State University (Dayton, Ohio)
The following outlines the procedures for admission to the College
of Education.

The etmlUlative grade JX)int average is based on a

4. 0 grading system.
admission.

Undergraduate GPA 2. 5 or better:

Conditional

After successful canpletion of core (initial four

graduate courses) with a grade of B or better in each course,
student is granted regular admission to College of F.ducation.
Undergraduate GPA between 2.3 and. 2.5 but 2.7 or better in last
half of undergraduate ~rk:

Conditional admission~

Upon successful

completion of core with a grade of B or better in each course,
student is granted regular admission to College of Education.
Undergraduate GPA between 2.3 and 2.5 but less than 2.7 in last
half of undergraduate ~rk:

.Admitted to nondegree graduate category.

Upon successful completion of core with a grade of B or better in
each course, student is granted conditional admission to College of
Education.
courses.

Conditional admission consists of next twelve hours of
Regular admission requires a 3. 0 etmlUlative average upon
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canpletion of these twelve hours.
Undergraduate GPA less than 2.3:
school.
student.

Alternative:

Denial of admission to graduate

Admission as an unclassified undergraduate

Canpletion of 12 quarter hours of upper level undergraduate

courses approved in advance by Director of Graduate Studies, College
of F.d.ucation.

These undergraduate courses will not apply toward

"v.Ork for the master' s degree.

Upon canpletion of core with grade

of B or better in each course , student is qranted conditional
admission for an additional 12 hours of graduate work in the College
of F.ducation.

Regular admission will require a 3.0 cumulative

average upon canpletion of these 12 hours.

(Alternative admission

policies do exist for the handicapped applicants).
3. Universities Requiring the GRE But Not Having Clear "cut-off"
Points:
University of Arizona at Tucson
General requirEments of the Graduate School :
1)

BA degree.

2)

Transcript

3)

Written evaluation by the instructor of each such course.

4)

GRE scor es.

The question of Graduate Record Examination scores doesn't seem to
be nn.ich of a problem on this campus at this time.

We surveyed many

other depart:lrents last year to detennine their admission procedures
and found that very few are still insisting on the GRE as one of
the criteria for admission to their programs.

Most are making

the decision based on grade point average, demonstrated interest
in the area of study, and letters of reference.

Sane require that
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the student appear for a personal interview by members of the
faculty.

In the Rehabilitation Department we still require the GRE

or the MA.T; however, these scores do not preve..nt a deaf applicant
fran being admitted even though rrost deaf candidates have relatively
low scores.
The faculty is conversant enough with deaf persons to realize that
a low test score is not a true indicator of the student's abilities.
We allow MA.T as an alternative to the GRE for admission to the
Rehabilitation Department and expect a score of about 50 for admission.
as 26.

We have accepted deaf students however, with scores as low
We have discussed the possibility of dropping all entrance

test requirements which seems to be a growing trend in other
departments.

(Annin

G. Turechek)

National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID)
Rochester Institute of Technology, the host institution for NTID, is
primarily an undergraduate institution, with relatively few full
time graduate students.
programs.

For example,

'!;ve

do not have doctoral

Consequently, few deaf students register as graduate

students, unlike at CSUN.

When Nl'ID students graduate with

baccalaureate degrees, they tend to go directly into industry,
business, etc.

Some do continue their graduate ~rk, but usually

at other institutions with rrore emphasis on graduate programs.
NTID does not have its own graduate programs but depends on the
other nine colleges of RIT for graduate education.

RIT has no
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specific criteria or policies with respect to admissions of minority
group or handicapped students.

RIT does, however, have an admissions

polic-j' which declares that there will be no discriminati on against
such candidates.
·Graduate admissions procedures and policies vary fran college to
college ·at RIT.

There is no standard entrance examination across

colleges such as Miller Analo:Jies Test or GRE, although sane colleges
do require admissions tests.

For example, to be admissible to the

Graduate Program in the ():)llege of Business, candidates take the
Graduate Managerrent Aptitude Test.

Similarly, there is no standard

undergraduate grade point average requirement, although rrost if not
all the colleges like to see an undergraduate B average.
Since NTID has a support team in seven of the colleges, members of
that team can be askErl by the graduate coordinator or admissions
carmittee to review a deaf candidate's credentials to assure a fair
judgrrent.

(Ross Stuckless)

We hypothesize that the standard admission examinations do not
properly reflect the aptitudes of deaf students, but -we currently
are unable to support this belief statistically (William Castle).

Gallaudet College
Although we require the GRE or the Miller Analo:Jies Test for all
applicants to our Graduate School, -we use a scrnewhat different
standard for assessing the qualifications of deaf applicants.

Our

research has indicated that neither the GRE verbal score nor the MAT
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is predictive of success for deaf applicants in graduate school.
We therefore stress other qualifications such as grade point average ,

rank in class, l etters of reccnmendation and personal essays for
such candidates.

'I1he rationale here is that there are serious

limitations to the number of graduate schools deaf students are
able to enter and Gallaudet considers that it has a major conmi trrent to the deaf.

A somewhat similar evaluation process takes place

with minority candidates 'Who , we feel , also require special consideration.

Normal hearing candidates are evaluated in terms of test scores,

grade point average, rank in class, letters of recamendation and
personal essay.
It is entirely inappropriate to e st ablish arbi trary cut-off p::>ints
for the deaf on aptitude tests nonned for persons with no:rrna.l
hearing.

We have found through extens ive research that standardized

tests of scholastic aptitude (SAT, ACT) , especially i f the same
cutting points are applied as to the hearing, have no validity
for the deaf.

(Mathematics scores seem to have sane utility , )

Consequently , we have developed our awn entrance examination battery
which does predict extremely well the success of deaf student s.
'I1h.e success of the students at Gallaudet as well as in employrrent
after graduation and in graduate school attests to the wisdom of
specialized testing.
Graduate education presents a similar situation.

OUr

studies

indicate that the GRE and MAT are also invalid for the deaf graduate
students and we therefore use other criteria (grades, recomnendations
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and motivational evidence) as well as our undergraduate entrance

ba.ttery.

Again, the success of our deaf graduate students l::oth in

college and in employment confinn us in our decision.

(Bernard

Greenberg)
, Haward Un:t:versity
The Graduate School of Education is seeking applicants with strong
academic potential , with high motivation for camnunity and public
service in education, and with focused intellectual and professional
interests.

Admissions decisions are made on the basis of an evalua-

tion of all materials sul::mitted in support of the application.

The

Admissions Ccmnittee looks for evidence that an applicant is likely
to

contribute to the solution of important issues of educational

research or practice.
The academic record and test scores are considered in attempting
to

assess an individual's academic ability.

A high test score and

high academic average do not, however, ensure admissions, nor does
a low score or low academic average disqualify an applicant.

Such

factors are only rreaningful when considered within the broader
perspective provided by all of the application materials.

The

personal statement and supporting references provide :important
qualitative evidence concerning an applicant's academic and professional background and potential; they are reviewed most carefully
by the Admissions Camtlttee.

We

have no required scores on either the GRE' s or the MAT.

In

making a decision on an application, we consider the person's
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academic record (transcripts, scores), professional experiences,
personal reccnmerrlations arrl stated reasons for wanting graduate
study in education.

Our

decision is based on the composite of

these factors, not on any one of them alone,
4. Universities Using a Point System:
University of california, Davis
Medical School:
After the Bakke decision in 1978 , the 1-~ical School of the University
of California, Davis radically changed its admission policy.

The

old system used a "quota system", 'Which reserved 16 places out of
100 in each year for minority students.

The new aclmission procedure

will use a canputer-operated "point system" to select 100 students
out of more than 3, 500 applicants.

The points will be awarded on

the basis of grade point average and scores on the Medical College
Admission Test (M:AT).

A student 'Who is a m21Tlber of a minority

group will autanatically receive 5 additional points.

A student

who claims to be "disadvantaged" will receive another 5 points and
will be invited to suhnit a brief statement describing the disadvantage.

Of a possible 30 points} 15 are required to survive the

first carputer cut.

Universitv of Maryland at Baltinnre
General requirements of the Graduate School:
1)

Undergraduate GPA 3. 0 or better on a 4. 0 scale.

2)

The student's undergraduate program must reflect successful
canpletion of the prerequisites for graduate study in the
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chosen field.
School of Social W::>rk and Corrmunity Planning:
We score all applications for admission to the graduate school.

We

request a GRE or Miller Analogies Test score from all applicants
including deaf applicants.

We use a special scoring sheet which

indicates that an applicant may get a maximum of 40 points for the
grade point average, a maximum of 10 points for the test score ;
a maximum of 15 points for w:,rk and life experience, a maximum of
35 points for autobiographical staterrent, and 5 points for a
handicap.
scores.

'Ihe decision for graduate study is made based on these
Therefore, the handicap bonus points ccmpensateto some

extent for the effect of the handicap on the test score.

Obviously

the grade point average is weighed a great deal more than the test

score.

Therefore, no one w:,uld be rejected from our school because

of the hearing problem and its impact on a test score.
I)

(See Appendix

APPENDIX IV
SECTION 504 SELF-EVALUATION REPORTS ON ADMISSION OF RESPONDIN3
UNIVERSITIES
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APPENDIX IV
Section 504 Self-Evaluation Reports on Admission of Responding
Universities
1. Universities Familiar with Handicapped Students:
California State University, North.ridge
Applications for admission.
1.

Handicapped applicants are identified only if the individual
chooses to make this known.

There is space on the application

for the handicapped person to indicate that he wishes to be sent
inforrration al:x)ut programs for those with physical, perceptual
or hearing impainnents.

The irrlividual can also directly

contact the Center on Deafness or the Handicapped Student's
Office.
2.

The departmental graduate admissions criteria, which can be
found in the CSUN Catalog, have been reviewed and were found to
be non-discriminatory.

3.

For undergraduate study, handicapped applicants must meet the
University's admission standards.

Those with fewer than fifty-

six transferable units are required to take either the Scholastic
Aptitude Test or the American College Test.

The agencies

administering both these tests make provisions for handicapped
persons and assure that their impairment will not affect the
results.

Hcwever, persons with rrore expertise in this area

should be asked to evaluate the methods of testing these agencies
employ.
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There is no evidence that the GRE, as is being used by the
campus, has a negative impact on the admission of handicapped
students.

The F.ducational Testing Service ·will make special

testing arrangements for visually or otherwise physically
handicapped students who request them.

They may have the

assistance of a reader, a separate testing roc:rn , and extra time
to corrplete the tests.

The Aptitude Test is available in braille

and in a large-print edition.

When the handicapped student

applies to take the GRE at CSUN an:'!. has indicated on the
application his particular handicap, EI'S notifies CSUN that the
student has requested special testing arrangements .

CSUN then

sets up the necessary arrangements with the student and the
person giving the exam.

Scores fran such administrations are

reported with a notice indicating that the tests were taken urrler
special circmnstances.
4.

At this time, only the standardized tests, with the special
provisions . are available.

5.

Handicapped persons are assured access to testing sites.

6.

Identified undergraduate handicapped students are autanatically
considered for exceptional admission if they do not meet the
regular criteria.

Center on Deafness personnel review all

those with hearing impainnents wiile staff in the Handicapped
Student's Office detennine the other cases.

The affects of the

applicant's handicap on his educational record and his potential
for academic success are the principal factors in deciding to
admit an exception to the University's standards ~
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Gallaudet College
Q:

Does the institution have any limitation on the number of
pro:portion of qualified handicapped persons who may be admitted?

A:

No.

There is no limitation in the graduate program.

Handi-

capped students are actively recruited and given special consideration on itE!TIS such as test scores (which are often
inappropriate for the hearing-impaired population) as a part
of the screening procedure .
Q:

List and briefly describe all tests and other criteria used
in institutional admissions decisions.

A:

Department of Counseling; Admissions Criteria ;
1.

GRE or MAT-- no specific cut-off point on either test.
Neither test is given much weight in selection of deaf
applicants, especially those with profound and pre-lingual
losses.

2.

Audiogram for hearing- impaired applicants • This is required
by the Graduate School.

3.

Personal Essay.

4.

GPA--Graduate School requirement is at least a B average
in undergraduate \\Ork.

The Department of Counseling gen-

erally interprets this to be a B average in the student's
major.

Often when students have less than a B average ,

but have good experience and are strong in other areas,
they may be admitted as a Special Student with the
possibility that they can later becane full-time deqree
students.
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5 o Four letters of reC'CX'C'ff:'!endation fran former employers,

educators, etc.
c.v.

Applicant interviews are highly desirable.
they rray be required.

In sorre cases

Generally, rrost applicants from the

D.C. area are granted interviews.

In some cases where

applicants live a considerable distance fran D.C.,
counsellors familiar with that program will conduct that
interview.
Depart:rrent of Education:
No specific criteria is used to screen handicapped or non-handi-

capped students.

However , since this is a college for hearing-

impaired individuals , hearing- impaired graduates of Gallaudet
College, as well as hearing-impaired graduates fran other colleges,
are given additional consideration on items such as test scores
as a part of tre screen.ingr procedure.
Q:

For each test listed in (7), describe steps that will be taken
to ensure that it rneasures solely what it purports to measure

and that impaired sensory, manual or speaking skills (unless
those skills are the ones it purports to measure) are not being
measured as well.
A:

The graduate programs feel that neither the GRE nor the MAT
adequately measure the deaf applicant's ability to succeed in
graduate school •• therefore, less emphasis is placed on this
criteria when screening those applicants.

Q:

List from (7) those tests or criteria that have a disproportionate, adverse effect on handicapped applicants, or have the
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potential to have such an effect on handicapped applicants.
A:

The Graduate Record Examination and the Miller's Analogies Test
have the potential to have a reverse effect on handicapped applicants.

But again, s:i:ecial consideration is given to hearing-

impaired students.
Q:

For each test or criterion listed in (9)

~

state whether or not

the Director of cx::R has identified any alternate tests or
criteria that would accanplish the sane measurement with a less
disproportionate, adverse effect on handicap:i:ed persons .
A:

No alternative tests have been identified, hc:Mever , acceptance
of lc:Mer scores obtained on these examinations \\Ould be
acceptable for admission of hearing-impaired students to the
graduate school.

Q:

For each test or criterion listed in (9) for which the Director
of cx::R has not identified any alternates, either:

(a) provide

background information that indicates the validity of the test
or criterion as a predictor of success (Note :

first-year

grades may be used to :rronitor validity in this case); or (b)
indicate steps that will be taken to :rrod.ify the test or
criterion or discontinue its use with respect to classes of
handicapped persons affected adversely .
A:

In the six years that the Department of Counseling has been
preparing professionals, only one full-time student has failed
to canplete the program due to academic reasons.

This would

seem to indicate that the practice of placing less emphasis
on formal testing in the screening procedures is a valid
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procedure.

Al though no fonnal canparison of GPA' s for deaf

and hearing students has been conducted, it is estimated that
the tv.o groups are quite similar.

The Deparbnent did have the

Director of llnmissions do a study last year to determine which
criteria were tfi= best predictor of success.

The results of

this study showed that no one predictor was superior to the
other .
Q:

Does the institution make available to applicants admissions
tests that are designed for persons with impaired sensory,
manual or speaking skills?

A:

Yes.

The Graduate School requires GRE or MAT scores.

Q:

Are admissions tests administered in locations and facilities
that, on the 'Whole, are accessible to handicapped persons?

A:

Yes.

ETS provides accessibility in many of their national

centers.

When required, individual arrangements are made to

expedite the matter of accessibility.
Q:

Does the institution make any preadrnission inquiries (on forms,
during interviews , and so forth) regarding whether an applicant
for admission is a handicapped person?

A:

Yes.

The application forms for the graduate programs in their

sections entitled "Physical Information" requests that tfi=
applicant describe any physical defects, chronic illnesses ,
and/or currently prescribed treatment and that any special
arrangements for mobility be mentioned, if applicable,

There

are open-ended questions on "General Health,.. and ''Corrlition of
Sight" as well as several questions for hearing-impaired
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applicants to answer about the cause and age of onset of their
hearing loss, kinds of aid(s), use of application, educational
progra.m(s) attended prior to colleg-e , and a request for a copy
of the applicant's most recent audiogram.
Hearing-impaired applicants receive special consideration, in
light of Gallaudet's camtltment of training of deaf persons.
University of Tennessee at Knoxville
In

reg-ard to the admission section of the University of Tennessee

self- evaluation, we find that UTK is in canpliance with Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Handicapped students are not

systematically excluded fran any educational programs or activities
at UTK.

Accarrnodations are made for handicapped students such as

allowing interpreters in classes, labs, academic adviserrent sessions,
field trips and any other learnir.g experience available to UTK
students.

Also handicapped students are not excluded fran extra

curricular activities.
The services offered by the UTK Interpreting and Rehabilitation
Services are personal and career counseling, interpreting, readers,
transcribers, tutors and transportation aides.

Since many handicapped

students receive services through the Tennessee Division of Voca~
tional Rehabilitation, the Interpreting and Rehabilitation Service
Office serves in a liaison capacity in ~rking toward the student's
established goals.
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2. Universities Unfamiliar with Handicap:i;:ed Students :
---.-.

;Q~versity of Alaska at Fairbanks
'11he steering/Self- Evaluation Ccmnittee recomnends that all brochures ,
schedules , catalogs, course announcements , or advertisements containing inforniation about university courses contain the following
statement:
"'11he University of Alaska, Fairbanks, does not discriminate on the
basis of handicap in the recruitment and admission of students,
the recruitment and employment of faculty and staff, and the
operation of any of its programs and activities ., as specified by
federal laws and regulations .

A coordinator for University

canpliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
has been designated'' •
'11he Steering/Self-Evaluation carmittee reccnmends that infonnation
about admissions, enrollment or tests administered for admission
purposes, be made available through alternative sources such as
tape recordings, braille, or by pen interviews.

'11his is to assure

that admissions procedures and qualifications are available to all
handicapped persons.

Utah State University, Wan
Q:

Does your institution have any 1.imitation on the number or
proportion of qualified handicapped applicants who may be
admitted?

A:

No.
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Q:

List and briefly describe the tests and/or criteria that are
used in admissions' decisions in your institution.

A:

Graduate student sel ection criteria is based on GRE, GPA, and
letters of recx:nmendation.

Q:

Are there admissions tests available to you that are designed
for persons with hearing impairment?

A:

Q:

1)

Sensory skills-------Don't know

2)

Manual skills--------Don't know

3)

Speaking skills-- - - - - Don't know

Are admissions tests administered in facilities that, on the
whole , are accessible to the handicapped person?

A:

Don't know.

Q:

Does your institution make any preadmission inquiries regarding
whether an applicant for admission is a handicapped person?

A:

No.

Q:

Is your institution making, -remedial action to overcane the
effects of past discrimination as required by the Office of
Civil Rights?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Taking voluntary ,action to overcane the effects of conditions
that resulted in limited participation by handicapped students
in programs or activities?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Does your institution have specific prohibitions against tape
recorders in classroc:ms, dog guides in campus buildings, or
other similar aids that may be helpful to or necessary for
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handicapped students?
A:

No.

Harvard University
Q:

Are admission and recruitnent policies in your school consistent
for all students regardless of whether or not they may be
physically or mentally impaired?

A:

Yes.

OUr

admission and recruitment policies are consistent for

all students.
any group.

We have no one particular admission policy for

We try to recruit from all factions of the population,

within a limited budget.
Q:

Does your school impose any limitations upon the number or
proportion of handicapped persons who may be admitted?

A:

No.

We have no quotas limiting admission of any one group or

groups of people.
Q:

Does your school require analysis of academic testing or physical
testi.nJ as part of the standard admission procedure?

A:

We do not require any physical testing.

Q:

What tests are required?

A:

Graduate Record Examination, or Miller Analogies Test.

Q:

If your school does require academic testing or physical testing
as a part of the standard admission process .• do the tests
administered have a disproportionate, adverse effect on handicapped persons in tenns of their capabilities to qualify for
admission?

A:

No.

Both the GRE, and the Miller Analogies Tests make acccmro-
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dations for the handicapped.
Q:

If your school does require academic testing or physical testing
as a part of the standard admission process , are the tests
administered valid predictors of success in the education
program for which the student is seeking admission?

A:

Yes.

Within the limitations of standardized tests, the GRE

and Millers are predictors of success.
Q:

If your testing procedures have a disproportionate, adverse
effect on handicapped persons in terms of addressing the
capabilities of these persons to qualify for admission , h.ave
you sought alternative testing mechanisms which might have a
less disproportionate , adverse effect on the capabilities of
handicapped persons to successfully meet admission criterion?

A:

They do not have a disproportionate, adverse effect.

Q:

In the application of standard tests to handicapped persons,
what precautions have you taken to ensure that, when a test
is administered to an applicant who has a handicap that impairs
sensory, manual , or speaking skills , the test results accurately
reflect the applicant's aptitude or achievement level or what
other factor the test purports to measure , rather than reflecting
the applicant's impairment?

A:

Not applicable; we do not administer admission tests.

Q:

Do

you make preadmission inquiry as to whether or not an

applicant for admission is handicapped?
A:

No.
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University of Oregon at Eugene
1.

The facilities are barrier- free , except that counter tops are
high for a person in a wheelchair.

2.

National testing agencies, such as ACT', SAT , and GRE produce
test copies in large print for the visually- impaired or will
administer tests orally.

They always try to administer tests

in barrier-free facilities, but when this is not possible, will
schedule a private administration in another location ,
3.

If a student is handicapped to the extent that test results
would not be valid, test requirenents can be waived .

Admissi-

bility is then detennined by past grades and letters of
recx:mnendation.
4.

Mnission to certain academic majors at the und.ergraduate level
and all at the graduate level is determined by the departments

concerned.

Such requirerrents are evaluated in the Academic

Programs section of this report.
5.

The availability of special services for handicapped students
is incltrled with the Notice of Admission which every admitted
student receives, as ~11 as being included in the University
catalog, Entering Oregon , and Notes to New Students.

6.

~'1hen a prospective student inquires about admission and indicates
that he or she is handicapped, the person or correspondence is
referred directly to the Office of Student Services which
provides full information on campus accessibility and special
services available.

Tapes describing admission policies are

available in sane high schools.
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7.

Personal assistance is provided to students unable
fo:rms.

to

canplete

Magnification glasses are provided for vision-limited

persons .
Reccmrendations for Recruitment :
1.

Give more visibility to services for handicapped students at
University Preview and on-campus conferences for high school
and cormn.inity college counselors.

2.

Include a presentation on services for handicapped students
in the orientation sessions held for fae11lty and staff who
participate in the high school and camtunity college visitation
programs.

3.

Determine w'nether there are high schools which have a high
concentration of handicapped students in our recuiting areas.
If such are identified and special recruitment measures are
needed, they should be instituted.

4.

If funds were provided, special equiµnent is available which
could be used by visually-impaired students to read forms and
other written materials.

5.

Consider and acccmnodate to problem of high counter tops.

The Task Force corrmended the efforts of admissions personnel in
pranoting admissions policies and testing alternatives that are
non-discriminator on the basis of handicap .' The Task Force also
noted that because of previous efforts to encourage academic
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adjustments on the basis of individual need the regulations would
not confront the University with the need to make significant changes
in its traditional approach toward the integration of students into
academic programs.

The rec~ndations of the Task Force in August

of 1977 addressed such needs as the reaching of all admissions
units, infonning the faculties al::out their responsibilities, making
arrangements for the funding of auxiliary aids, and providing the
support services necessary for the equal access of students with
hearing impairments and learning disabilities.
Admissions:

On

Novenber 1, 8, and 21, 1977, rreetings were held with

aarnissions officers to discuss further the impact of the 504 regulations on the admissions process.

The Participants in these meetings

received copies of the admissions section of the questionnaire and
revie"vm the requirerrents of Section 84. 42.

The officers of F,qual

Opportunity and the Resource Coordinator continued to resolve 504
violations appearing on the application fonns or in the admissions
process of University-affiliated programs which were overlooked in
the original mailings .
The University is currently developing plans to revise the freshman
application form in a way that will enable admissions officers to
collect information al::out handicapped students who apply to the
University.

The new questions al::out disability will be prefaced by

an appropriate disclaimer.

The infonnation thus obtained will be

carefully safeguarded and used to infonn incaning students al::out
problem-solving services, special orientation procedures, and
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other resources available to help them adjust to the University
environment.

University of califomia, Los Angeles
Before admission tests are selected and administered campuses first
should be assured that :
1 • .Admissions tests are selected and administered so as best to
ensure that then a test is administered to an applicant who
has a handicap that impairs sensory, manual , or speaking skills ,
th= test results accurately reflect the applicant's aptitude

or achievement level, or whatever other factor the test purports
to measure, rather than reflecting the applicant's impaired
sensory, manual , or speaking skills.
2.

.Admissions tests that are designed for persons with impaired
sensory, manual, or speaking skills are offered as often and
in as timely a manner as are other admissions tests; and

3 • .Admissions tests are administered in facilities that, on the
whole, are accessible to handicapped persons .

In this context,

"on the whole" does not mean that al l facilities must be
accessible, only that a sufficient number must be available
to handicapped persons.

4.

Preadmission inquiries as to whether applicants for admission
are handicapped persons may not be made, except for purposes
of recruitment.

Post-admission inquiries may be made on a

confidential basis as to handicaps that may require accarmodation.
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Recruitment~
When voluntary action is taken to overcane the effects of conditions
that resulted in limited participation in certain programs or activities, pursuant to Section. IV of these guidelines, campuses may
invite applicants for admission or enrollment to indicate whether
and to what extent they are handicapped, provided that:
a.

It is clearly stated on any written questionnaire used for
this purpose, or that it is made clear orally if no written
questionnaire is used, that the information requested is
intended for use solely in connection with voluntary action
efforts; and

b.

It is clearly stated that the information is being requested
on a voluntary basis, that it will be kept confidential,
that refusal to provide it will not subject the applicant
to any adverse treatment , and that it will be used only in
accordance with the :implementing regulations to Section 504.

University of california, Davis
Admissions, Recruitment and Outreach:
1.

Acquire a telecarmunication device for the Admissions and
Registrar's Offices to allow for routine telephone carrmunication
for the deaf or other hearing-impaired.

(Additional funds

requested. )
Responsibility:
2.

Admissions/Registrar's Offices

Assure recruitment efforts include contacting disabled students
to encourage application to the Davis campus.
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Responsibility:
3.

Relations with Schools Office

Docurrent in a brief plan those actions to be taken to eliminate
admissions' barriers for the disabled.
Responsibility:

Undergraduate/Graduate/Vet. Med ./Medical/Law

Schools Admissions Offices.
4.

Revise appropriate admissions and recruitment forms and documents
to

carply with 504 Regulations.

Responsibility:
5.

Admissions Offices.

Update outreach and recuitrnent materials to reflect the Davis
canpus carmitrnent to increase the number of disabled students in
undergraduate, graduate and professional school programs.
(Additional funds requested.)
Responsibility:

All Admissions Offices/Relations with Schools

Office.
6.

Review all financial aid procedures to assure compliance with
504 Regulations.

Further, explore new alternatives to provide

supplanentary aid to the disabled for accamlOdations.
Responsibility :
7.

Financial Aid Offices.

Assure that academic departments are aware of the Center for
Services to Handicapped Students and the services it provides
for the disabled and the faculty.
Responsibility:

8.

Student Affairs Office.

Assure that disabled students are advised to contact class
instructors as soon as possible to discuss needed educational
accamlOdations.
Responsibility:

Center for Services to Handicapped Students.
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9.

Assure the availability of local van transportation for educational camruting.
Responsibility:

Center for Services to Handicapped Students.

Student Services:
1.

Prepare and present additional awareness training prog-rarns for
Student Affairs personnel
and accamodation.

Responsibility:
2.

to

increase knowledge of disability

(Additional funds requested.)

Student Affairs Office.

Purchase four additional telecorrmunication devices for use by
student service uni ts for carmunication wi t.h the deaf.
(.Additional funds requested.)
Responsibility:

3.

Student Affairs Office.

Establish a new "interpreter" position in the Center for Services
to

Handicapped Students.

This position will allow the hiring

of a skilled interpreter (with other assigned duties) capable
of carmrunicating with the deaf and assisting primarily our
student service units with the provision of prog-rarrmatic
infonnation.

(Additional funds requested.)

Responsibility:
4.

Center for Services to Handicapped Students

Assure that assistance is provided to disabled persons seeking
access to Student Affairs library/reference materials.
Responsibility:

Individual Student Affairs Offices.

Public Services:
1.

Assure the availability of a telecamtUnication device in the
Police/Fire Station Carmunications Center to accorrmodate
emergency contact from speech/hearing impaired. (Additional
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funds requested. )
Responsibility:

Police/Fire Deparbrents

University of Miami
In the area of Admission, the Task Force found: 1) that there are

no limitations placed upon the admission of handicapped students;
2) there are special testing arrangements for the handicapped for
all admissions tests, or waiver of tests for the handicapped where
special arrangements are not available; 3) there is no systematic
method for determining the proportionate rate of admission for
handicapped students as a check on admissions tests or criteria;
4) there are accessible testing facilities ; and 5) there is a
variety of application forms, sare requiring pre-admission inquiries
concerning handicaps.

University of ·Michigan
Q:

Does your unit limit the number or proportion of handicapped
persons who may be admitted to a program or activity?

A:

No.

Without exception, no quota or ratio exists in any unit's

admission procedures.

Specific handicaps, however, preclude

certain handicapped applicants fran being considered as "qualified''
Q:

in certain fields.

Does your unit require any pre-admission evaluation or testing
for applicants?

A:

Yes.

Approximately 50% of the units require GRE or MAT scores.

Interviews are required in pathology, nursing, and clinical
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psychology.

Public Health programs suggest infonnational

interviews rather than screening interviews.

Essays are re-

quired in clinical and corrrnunity spychology.

Portfolios are

required in perfonnance programs.
Q:

In what way has the evaluation been validated as a predictor
of success in the program or activity?

A:

The validity of GRE and other nationally administered test
scores has been danonstrated when used with GPA and other
criteria.

Evaluations based on interviews, essays, and

portfolios have produced evidence of sane empirical validity .
However , none of these latter means of evaluation is used as
the sole selection criteria.
Q:

Does your unit make a preadmission inquiry as to whether an
applicant for admission is a handicapped persons or has any
health problems?

A:

No.

With the exception of one unit's inquiry al:xmt health

problems, no unit makes a preadmission inquiry.

It is done

in one unit because of the health requiranents necessitated

by exposure to surgical fields and hospital patients.
Q:

Does your unit require a physical examination of all applicants?

A:

No.

Q:

Do admissions personnel or ccmnittees encourage or disencourage

handicapped students in applying for any particular programs?
A:

No.

The admissions procedures are handicap-neutral.

Q:

What kinds of physical, mental or anotional handicaps might
preve.nt a. student from taking any course and/or participating
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in any program in your department?
A:

While the oral and written resi::onses fran the units revealed
a wide variance in knowledge of real l.imitations of handicapped
students as well as knowledge of existing technology useful to
handicapped students, no unit's program was totally inaccessible.
A great many unit representatives recognized that handicapped
graduate students v.0uld have met the rrore rigid program requirements as undergraduates.

Q.:

I:oes your unit have a policy for rrodifying or changing requirements to pennit handicapped students to take a major or specific
class or program in your department?

A:

No reluctance to deal with such questions was found at the
departmental level.

However, the deparbnental representatives

desired to respond to grievances on a case-by-case basis rather
than to create a specific policy for changing requirements for
handicapped students.
Q:

Are there any special departmental time limits for the canpletion
of any course, program, or degree requirenents?

A:

'No.

Rackham imposes a seven year limitation for canpletion of

doctoral requirements; it is honored in the breach.
Q:

IX> course examination or evaluation techniques reflect the

student's achievement and progress rather than reflecting
impaired sensory, manual or speaking skills?
A:

This has been very difficult to ascertain.

The overall response

has been "yes" but there have been no specific studies conducted
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to supr:ort the generalization.

This question becanes especially

canplex when vision, digital dexterity, and speech patterns
provide the dominant rrodes of expression in arts and sciences.
Q:

Does a major or specialization in your field generally lead to
a profession whose licensil'lg' or certification requirements are
detennined by sane non-university agency?

A:

Yes.

1) Certification for practicing psychology as a clini-

cian, and 2) other graduate programs closely affiliated with
professional degree programs, e.g., public health, have certain
areas of concentration regulated by external agencies.

However,

every discipline at the graduate level provides theoretical

sub-fields which are not affected by external licensing agencies.
Q:

What kinds of physical, mental or emotional handicaps might
prevent a student from participating in any non-credit programs
offered by your unit?

A.

None.

Q:

Are unit notices, announcements, and fo:r:ms available through
multi-media (braille, tape, etc.) to assure they are received
and understood by handicapped students?

A:

No.

No unit had existing multi-media means of conveying in-

formation.

Each unit contacted reflected that handicapped

students were notified personally of events ; etc.
Q:

Please describe special services (aides ~ volunteer programs,
braille books, etc.) currently available to handicapped students
by your unit.
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A:

The Rackham School of Graduate Studies provides no special
services.

Q:

lb

you have a special orientation program for handicapped

students?
A:

No.

Q:

Have you ever .been asked to or have you ever done any of the
following to make your prOCJram readily accessible to the
handicapped?

A:

Make a study of needs---Yes.
Supply equipnent (type-writers recorders, etc.) ---Yes.
Redesign equipnent---:No.
Reassign classes to an accessible building---No.
Assign aides to interpret for or otherwise assist the handicapped-:No.
Alter existing facilities---Yes.

Several departnent have

facilities inaccessible to the handicapped.
Build new facilities---No.
Q:

lb you

know of any space or physical obstacles in your depart-

mental facilities that limit accessibility of any part of your
pro:Jram to handicapped persons?
A:

Yes.

Buildings housing natural science , nursing, and econanics

are not fully accessible.
Q:

Is your pr()(Jram, 'When viewed in its entirety, readily accessible
to handicapped?
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A:

The responses support that generalization, that abilities and
needs of each student are considered, thereby making some
sub-fields within each graduate program canpatible with the
abilities of handicapped students.

